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ABSTRACT
In the first ipart of this paper, the 15trposes, of

behavioral objectives are outlined; research is then summarized,
Including the influence of knowledge of the.behavioral objectives on
a learner's performance, teacher 'recognition, of behavioral
objectives,°,and student attitudes to behavioral objectives. The
second part presents a suFary of methods of constructing learning
hierarchies. The research topics outlined include the structure and

efficienck of expert versus student generated hierarchies,
relationships between performances on, adjacent levels of a hierarchy,
and the psychometrics of learning hierarChies. Each part of this
paper contains a table of the research hypotheses investigated, with
a listing of supporting and non-suppqrting experimens `reported. -

Although most of the research reviewed refers to mathematics and

science, studies in other areas are also included. (MM)
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Mathematics Education Reports

Mathematics EdUcation Reports are being developed to didteminate Wow-

niation° concerning mathematics education ,dotuments analyzed , at the ERIC
_

Information Analysis Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Educe.=

tion. These rePorts, fall into three broad' categorieS. Researeh 'reviews. summakize,
,

and analyze recent research in specific 'areas .of mathematics education. Resource
_

riguides identify and analyze materials and 'references for use bY. mathematics

_

teachers at all levels.. Special bibiiOgraphies annoUnce the 'availability of

documents and.review the litei4ture in Selected interest -areas of mathematics

tp,

edueation. Reports in each of these categories m1,7 also be 'targeted for, specific

sub.Epopulation.s of the mathematics education communf ty.

development of future Mathematics Education Reports are established by the

advisory board of the Center, in cooperation with the National Council of

Pri4Ities.for the
,

-Teachers of katIlemaics
,

Education, the COnference Board of ihe Mathematical Sciendes and other- profeasional.

greups',in Mathematics edudation'. Individual, comMents on past--RepOrts and,

the. Special Interest,,GroUp for- Research7in Mathematice-'

suggestions for 'future Reports are always welcomed by the editor.



This paper reviews recent research on behavioral objectives and on learning-
n -

hierarchies. 'The paper was commissioned-by ERIC/SHEAC because of interest in
a

these areas by science and mathematics educators. Although the majority of
-o-

rellearch reviewed refersspecifically to mathematics and science learning, the-
.,

review does include studies done in other subject areas.

CL

tr:tique feature of this review is the-tabulation of research into supporting

and non-Isupporting categories arranged by general research hypotheses°. When these

tables (pp. 19-20° and pp. 57-61) are used in conjunction with the paper's exten-
.

sive-'bib/iography, the reader Can -structUre research-in these areas- very quickly.

Jon L. Higgins
Editor

Thia publication was prepared pursuant to a contract wiieffcef
-

Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors. d
taking such projects under Government-sponsorship are eneouraged t eipress
freety.their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of -view or
opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official Office of Education
position or polipy:_



A_REVIEW.OF RESEARCH ON BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

. AND LEARNING HIERARCHlES

,Henry H. Walbesser
University of Maryland

by
and Theodore A. Eisenberg

Northern Michigan University

- Researchers pursue,the investigation of phenomena by examining velation-_

ships among two or more :variables. "But productive researchers appear not to

blindly select variables °on which to collect data, rather they select variables

that hold the promise of- explaining some particular phenomena under investiga-

tion. Often, in the behavioral sciences, variables 'are 'sampled because they may

account fin- all or part of 0: source of observed variance. Investigations of

behavioral objectives and learning hierarchiez has been an area of intense

research activity in recent years. Much of this research has focused upon the

observed variance in acquisition, rate of acquisition, forgetting and rate of

forgetting among _learners. The following narrative is a review of _this liter-
.

ature.

The review is separated into two sections. The first section reports the

literature on behavioral objectives. The second section describes the literature

on"learning hierarchies.

Section One

Behavioral- Objectives

The behavioral objectives review identifies the research literature, attempts

to organiie-the investigations into re*earch themes , and summarizes the current

level of knowledge for each of the themes naMed. The morality of behavioral

tebjectives as good or bad for instrUction, oi curriculum` development, or evalua-

tion Is-not considered a purpose for this review. Ilather;it is argued- that-the

- best service to the educational research immunity is-rendered by examining

the literature -for those instances where behavioral objectives have been used

as an independent or dependent variable; and avoid entering into-still-another

polemic abOut behavioral objectives. The search attemped to locate researchable

conjectures a's we]: 1 gs identifying-result-S.-from-reported inveitigations.
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Positions About Behavioral Objectives
t

Much of the literature on behavioral objectives does not concern itself

with research -- even under,a most generous interpretation of what constitutes -
. -

research. These expositions reseale a sequence of antieirenics.- In Commenting

on the current intensity of the behavioral objectives dialog Eisner (1) observed,

" - - the-Statemeat 'Educational- objeCtives should be Stated in behavioral terms'

'has been elevated -- or lowered -- to almost slogan status - -."

PropOnents of behaviciral objectives such-as Gagne (2), ,Glaser (3), Kurtz (4),

Lindvall (5); Mager (6), Pophak (7), Tyler (8); 'and Walbesser (9) usually ciie

the advantages of having a student and teacher know where they are going and how

to evaluate their progress. Opponents of behavidrai.objectives such as Arnstine (10),,

/Vain (11), May (12), MacDonald (13), and Raths;(14) -usually argue .Lhat precise
/

objectives may-hinder the full development of the studen-Cizxr force the teacher and

studenVinto an inflexible instructional mode. There is litt16.-evidence that any

constructive interchange between these.positions has yet occurred. The nature of

definitive experiments that might resolve,one or more of the differences between

these positions have not been proposed;_ and from 'the,standpcint that these are
1

value positions, resolutipn on an empirical basis may not ever be possible.

The Association of Behavioral-Objectives and Evaluation

'Advocates of clearly 5tated objectiles are not new to° the educational narrative.

The writings of Preston Search -05), Frederic Burk (16), Carleton Washburne (17)

Helen Parkhurst MO, and E L Thcindike (19), all support this claim,"

As early as 1915, Charters and Miller (20)-used analysis of learner errors

to identify.ana. specify objectives-for education. By'focusing on what the learner

was doing that could be observeC., their -11nrk resulted ifi what may be'the first

collection-of objectives-which were restricted-io-describing learner. performance.

Bobbitt (21), another early a4rocate of clearly state&performance objectives. ,

lte in 1(18:-

Human life, however :varied, Consists in its performance of

- . .. -

specific activities; Education that preparet-Wf-life-is

..one.that iireparesAlefihitaly:aact,adequil*el,Y.10X-OPe Pecj-fic,

activitieS.-.-HoweVer'nUmerous And diverse.theyl.Maibe for anY,
;.. .

-social clats , can 'be disoyered. This requires 'that one;
: = , - .

___Jgo_Out-into the wOrld-Of-affaiis-gad disCoverTthe particuratS ..



of which these affairs consist. These will show the abilities

hahits appreciations, and forms Of knowledge that men need.

These will be the objectives of the curriculum. They will,be
1

0

numerous, definite, and particularized.

Two othei articles by Babbitt (22, 23), propose this same

of West (24), and Grimes and Burdin (25).

Among, the most significant ear4 ly contributions

ioral objectives and their.relationship to.evaluation was kalphoW. Tyler. 'The

concerns of Tyler focused upon questions of measurement. His argument was that

clearly stated objectives were a neceSsaty condition for the construction of,apprc-

priate measuring instruments. In 1934, Tyler suggested these characterj.stics

view as do the 'Writings

to the literature on behav-

for an objective:

Each objective must be defined in terms which clarify the kind

of behavior which the course should help to develop among the

students: that iS to say, a statement is needed which explains

the meaning of the objective by describing the reactions we can

rn

-

expeCt of persons who have re4ched the objective. This helps

to make clear how_one can'tell when the objective is being attained

since those who are reaching the objective will be characterized
_ ,

by the behavior speCified in this analysis. (26)

,More recently Tyler (27) advocated a thorough examination of the needs Of society

as well as the needs of learners to develop statements of educational objectives.

Efforts have been made to descriEe-educational priorities in terms of

specific objectives. The Mid-Centuri Committee on Outcomes in Elementary Educa-

tion attempted to identify and name desirable objectives of elementary edtication

in 'tents of observable performances. (28) The Mid7Century Committee was sponsored

lby the Educational Testing Service, the Russel Sage Povndation, the United-States

Office of Education, and the Department of Elementary School Principals of the

National_ Educatton Assecia*Aon. A siTilar effort was made by the Survey Study .

of Brhavioral Outcomes of General Education which attempted to delimit the

objectives of American secondary schools. (29) The° Taxonomies of Educational

Objectives offer classification system? for categorizing-objectives into-types

of behavior, rather than the listing of individual objectives. (30,31,52)

---Gagne-his proposed another classification system that organizes around conditions

a
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,of learning. -(33) The most recent, fashion is to compile collections of behav-
.

ioral objective statements. I,Totable =mg these efforts are PRIMES; The

Westinghouse Learning Corporation, the UCLA Bank, NOSELS, Science-A Process

Approach; and the Regional Education Laboratory of the Caro livas and Virginia.

(34,35,36,37,38, and 39) -,1
Behavioral objectives continue to be associated with evaluation efforfS.

,
John Flanagan expressed 1-.:he contemporary concern for evaluation and the' prade

of behavioral objectives when.he wrote:

However,- large sunis have already been spent-on programs and
s

inwlyations without adequate plans and procedure's for evalua-.
ting their effectiveness. If these programs areNto result

in improvement and progress for American education -- rather

than_merely in changes that substitute partially epective

procedures for the traditional ones -- educationpl .outComes

must be systematically evaluated. (40).

i4tkin haS also endorsed the need for objective evidence from °curriculum

developers. Atkin wrote; "Those who suggest that curriculum be modifiefl have

the responsibility for demonstrating the desirability is-weli as the feasibility

of the modification they suggest."(41)

Ebel lends additional substance to the objectiveS-evaluation association.

He Observed that 'The first problem is to determine.what the schOoll's educational,

objectives ought to be. ,A.second, closely related problem is to state these

objectives clearly enough to provide unequivocal guides to test selection and
use."(42) Mager has also reinforced the existence of this relationship when

he wrote:'

Tests or Allmatinations are the mileposts along the road of

learning, and ar'e supposed- to tell the teacher .and the student

the degree to which both haye been successful in their, achieve-
.

ment of the course objectives. But unless goals are clearly

and .firmly fixed in the minds of both parties,-tests are at

best misleading, at worst theY are irrelevant, un,fair or use-

less."(43)

Two excellent revieWs of-the literature on the current state of the

relationship between- evaluition and curriculum are presented by Thomas A.,Romberg



'and Wayne Welch in the American Educational Research Association Review of

Educational Research on Science and, Mathematics Education.(44,45)

\sluOmarv:- This part of the behavioral,ohjectives literature is clearly exposition.
_

'No-research was found. Gdgne-tummarizes the probl--- em when he observed "BloomLs

taChniques for defining Objectives have been tried out, on a number of universities

with respeCt to achievement testing"and evaluation programs. Perhaps it is unfor- .

, t
,

,..

..----tunate that'the 'eVaipation' carried'out by mens of these procedures has not

:Itself been evalUated In sOme confrollPd fashion."(46)
- ,

,Training'Manuals on Behavioral Objectives'

The interest in behavioral objectives has been accompanied:by the develop-

merit' of-training manuals on-,constructing behitvioral objectiVes. Examples of

-ravailable manuals are:

Duty Oriented ObjectiVes U.S:-Army
,Army - Fort Lee, Virginia: ,11984 --s 66.- 1500.

Thej-LT212.1E.Eql....22L112.51-Eing Objectives. Robert G. Smith, Jr.Re-Search
Bulletin II. Human Resources Research Office, The George Washington Univer-
sity, AlexandriiaVirginia. 1964, -

Preparing 1nS-iructionaf Objectives. Robert F. Mhger. palo Alto: Fearon

Publishers-, 1962.

Behavioral Ob'ectives in the Affective Domain. Albert F. ass and Mary'
Blatt Harbeck. Washington, 0,C.: National Science Teachers Association,
1969.

Constructing Behavioral.Ob'ectives. Henry H. Walbesser. College Park:

Maryland Book Exchange, 1970, Second Edition). %

Developing Attitude Jbward Leanin.& Robert F. Mager. Palo AltO: Pearon

----Publis ers, 1968. \

Objectives for College Courses. A. M. Colien. Beverly. Hills, California: ,

Glencoe-Press, 1970.
- -

Systematic Instruction. W James POpham an&E.,L4 Baker.-.,EnglewOOd Cliff's;
New Jersey:, Prentide-Hall,

Wtitin Behavioral bjectives H. H.----McAshan: New York; ifitror

197014 -

ConstructingInstruction Based on Behavioral Objectives, A Mhnual for

College,--Teac erS: Henry H, Wa1besser4 Edwin B. Kurtz,-Larry D. Goss, and

r Richard, M. Robl. 8tillwater, Oklahoma: .Department of-Aerospace and
) Mechanical Engineering,'Oklahoma State-University,'1971
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Behavioral ObjeCtives as a Dimension,of Communication

6

Perhaps the largest conceitration of interest and researdh .on behavioral

-615-jectives concerns the effects -of providing: the learner with various forms of

information. The question central to the behavidial:;Objective Invettigations

in this- area:is this:° Does the amount of 'information' the learner possesses

about the obj-ectives of instruction affect his learning? Gagne argues that-
.

"Telling thd learner what is to be his performance when learning is complete,

functions as directions that seem to be of considerable importance to the

learning process."- -(47) "Behavioral objectives- in" this view are one category

. of information.
-

Gagne amplifies his view of the importance bf instiuctions (as directions)

by conjecturing that instructions in a learning situation fulfill four functions:,
(a) they inkorm the learner of the performance- th# is expected of him, (b) they

bring about an identification of the elements involved in th( :task, (c) :they
0

helP establish high recarlability, and (d) they guide the learner's thinkin.1.(48)
I.hie also suggests two potential explanations for the prediction that the probability

of the-learners attaining a solution/will 'be reduced-if. instructions are not'

included'. One explanatir is that such instructions may provide continuing

"direction" to learning, in the sense Suggested by Maier. (49) This may

mean that they establish .a set which is "prried in his hew/1! by the learner

throughoutt the period of learniAg, and which makes,- it pos.iible for hil;1 to reject

extraneous and irrelevant stimuli.' -Another possible explanation is-offered;bi
%

Gagne is that directions telling the learner about his ,,,-.Kpected pertdrmance
enables him to match his An reipOnses with_a respon'ie'class he remembers,
hence playing a reinforcement function,. This migr be called a "knoig wheft his

is .correct eXplanation. Both explanatiOns ,offer exciting possibilities for

reSeaich. No test of these explanations was found in the liteitature starched,

Miltzman'and Morriset reported an investigation on the effect of-task

Instructions on the percentage of solutions for d,i,fferent classes of anagrams'. (Sp) .,
-.Instructions telling the subject that -it would be helpful, ,during the experiment,
-to look for:words 'referring to flowers, growing things, or their habitat we

given to one of the groups.' The Subjects were told that they would be credit d-

with a correct answei if they found some other sOlution. The effect of instruc,

tions on solving classes of anagrams was significant at the 0.05 level.

'r
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Maier's classical study on problem solving contributes to'the knowledge

about information effects on learning.(49) In this experiment, the learner was-

placed in a room which contained only a worktable. 'The subject was then given-
,

poles, wire, chalk, and'several clamps. His tasi,wasoto construct two pendulums

such that each would make a chalk Mark )at a designated point on the floor when

swung over it.- Some of the subjects in the experiment were given additional

instruction concerning.previously learned principles such as how tomake a long

pole out of two short ones, using a clamp.. Another exPerimental group was giveic'

an addriidnal instruction which was referred to as "direction" by Maier. The

results oP Maier's-study indicated that addedinstructions, as opposed to just

stating the problem, increased the proportion of subjects who were able to solve
%-

the problem. The highest proportion of those'who solved the problem was in the

group which had added, instructions and directions.

Smith pursued the investigation of the effectsof instructions on learning

by sekamining the effect of the learner being informed about the Ojectives of

instrdction.(51) The objectives and instructional activity inSmith's study

dealt with mathematics. A sample of 162 eighth grade students was selected

_from ten classes labelled as slow learners. Each of the ten teachers was ran-

domly assigne&tO one of two treatments and each student mithin the classes was,

randomly assigned to one of two treatments. The classes of one group of teachers

received the unit in-its entirety while the classes of the other group of teachers

received' the.unit'lesson by legson.° The students within the-classes who were

randomly assigned to,.twb gimps received different presentations of the instruc-
.

tional materials. One grOup of students received a printed instruction concerning

the expected eutcome of each lesson, while the other group was not given this

instruction. The performance of the tWoogroups ok classes and the performance

of the two:grOups of students,were,eXamlined The null hypothesis was retained
4 e

"

for both performance comRariOns. As 6ne possible explanation for.thenull results,,

Smith raised a question about the info*at-ezirprocedure he had employed. 'He wrote:

Perhaps the reajoa -fot the lack of significant differences

in thii 'study *as due_to the manner in which the instruction

was presented. Since-the instruction was printed-on.the written

materials) it was aSsubled that .all studentg receiving the instruc-



tions would read them. However,

The slow learning_students might well ,have avoided these instruc

tions -and `proceeded onto the materials themselves . There is no

guaraxrtehat the instructions had any impact at all on the
\

experimental ects.(51.)

Engel continued_ this research-c4rection by invest'gatimg an hypthesis

similar to Smith's: namely, Icnowledge Of the: objectives in behavioral terms
.

increases achievement. (52) . Smith had offered as ah-explanation of the null

results in his study that perhaps .learners did not read the objectives.. To over-
'

come this difficulty Engel provided a mechanism for asSessing whetherlthe-subjects.

actually read the behavioral objective statements. Early-Childhood and Elementary's__

Education'majors were randomly assigned-to two treatments: - one with behavioral

objectives and one without behavioral objectives. Both groups received\ the.same

.

instructional materials.' The ,pnly difference was that a cover sheet st\ating-the

aTectives 'of instructionl,in terms of learner behavior was attached to One-half

of the instructional units. The findings supported the research hypothesis that

information about the objectives of instruction increase's the aChievement of

learnerS . Engel! s data also Orovide support for the -research -hypothesiS that-

subjects will ichieve higher on a retention test if they are told in advance

the objective Of eadh instructional activity. , \

-.

Research by ScIvick(53) provided additional information, about the erre t of

providing students with .information about the intended learning outcomes f an

instructional activity. ,
The term "set induction" was used by Schudk. He defined:

set induction as follows:

Inducing a learning set is the initial instructional

this need not have been the' case.

act on the.part of the teacher fol. the purpose of

establishing a frame of reference deliberately designed

to facilitate the creation of a communicative link between

the experimental field of the pupils and the desired behav-

ioral goals of the learning experience (the lesson). -

Schuck found that pupils taught by teacheri who had-training in the use of et

induction achieved better than pupils taught by teachers who did not

-training. Achievement in_this caSe-waSTiiie-aiimia-by a multiple'cheice teSt 6f
_ -



240 items in biology. Theastudy involved 108 pupils and 18 teachers both randomly

assigned to the treatments. These findings seem to support those of Engel.

A study by McNeil (54) also,contributes to the body of findings on the

relationship of piior knowledge of behavioral objectives to acquisition. He

reported on two groups of student teachers and their students. One group of

student teachers were told that their grades would depend_upan setting and

achieving acceptable'behavioral objectives witk their,students.' This group_

achieved better than pupils taught by student teachers who were told that their

grades.would depend upon good lesson plans and the use of professional teaching

methods. Both groups of student teachers were given the same description of

the needs of the student. In connection with.these findings McNeil also reported

that the focus upon specific bjectives did not appear to restrict the students

---to learning only the objectives stated to any greater degree-than_the students

who were not given behavioral Objectives, althoUgh no quantitative measure- of-

this Wasikade.

DeRose (55,56) repOrted two studies' conducted at the Marple Newton High

School in which,students were supplied with behavioral objectives to help OW

them in -their independent study. The disciplines-of biology,.physics and chem-

istry were used and theresults indicate that the pupils in the indeiendent,

study-program performed as well on the examinations'as pupils in the conven-

tional classrooms.

Doty (57) investigated the effectiveness of providing junior high industrial

-art students with objectives and practice on the acqUisition of calculating the

value and tolerance of axial resistors. His Aesign called for tour groups:

(1) students-receive specific objectives before-instruction and practice.on°

the actual task, (2) students receive speeific objectives and practice on the

task in a verbal symbolic format, (3) students received no-objectives and

. practice on the task in a verbal symbolic format. His results- indicated that

students in the upper ability level'did benefit in their'immediate learning as

a result,of receiving prior knowledge of objecgves and practice on the actual..

taskAverage-abi-1-ity-lever'stuidno significant difference in learning

Tasla result of:the-tre-dtmentsrhowever, low ti6ility-leve1 students hid equal or
,

higher'tesults than the,averige student when they'recaived prior knowledge of

objectives° and_practice :on the verbal symbolic and aCtual task.. It was also
.

reported that students in all, three-ability groups who practiced but did not
-



receive knowledge of the objectives had low immediate learning as cOmpared

to those receiving the specific objectives.

Conlon (58) compared .the"performance of seventh--grade students with and

without prior knowledge of the . objectives of an individualized-. Science program.

Her findings indicated that students with the prior knowledge of the objectives

performed slightly higher thah the students without the objectives; however,

the difference was not statistically.significant.
r,

Dalis also investigated the effect of student knowledie of instructional

objectives on achievement.(59) One hundred and forty-three tenth grade students

in five health and safety classes constituted the sample. One third of each .

class was randomly assigned to one of three treatments: precisely stated instruc-
.

tional Objectives, -vaguely stated instruction objectives, and short paragraphs

of he'illth information. All subje ts participated in the same instructional unit

on, growth and development. The data-showed greater achievennnt for those students

who received precisely stated obj7ctives than for students in the other two groups.

The, treatment effect was significaht at the 0.01 level.

,-- Most_ invertigators of the passible effect of telling learners the behavioral

objectives haiie---focused upon individuals as the experimental unit. Oisen(60) has
-

made a Significant departure from this tradition. He reports an investigation

in which class effects rather-than individual effects were measured. Eight classes

received instruction in I If E (Interaction of Matter and Energy) physical Science

with stated behavioral objectives and six ,classes received the same_physical

science instruction Without knowledge of the objective.. Olsen xeports mean scores

of classes with knowledge of behavioral objectives significantly-tighthin the

no knowledge of behavioral objectives on an immedidte posttest and on a retention

test.

p.

Summary: The" literature offers cautious support for the-,hypothesis that providing

the learner with information about expected learning otitcomes affects his per--

forminrce-----The-direction of the ,effect appears to be.positive. It also seems

necessary to contralfdr-"reading-the information statements." If the subject

does not .read the information statements, the effect does ifot appear. The magni-

tude of the effect hoWever, is not clear. How much of the variance in perform-,

ance can be attributed to learner information about expected learner outcomes

is not provided by the literature. These are Worth'y avenues for further invei-

tigation.



Behavioral Objectives, Efficiency ,of Acquisition and RetentiOn,'

Rowan (61) observed that "most schools are organized so that a learner

must complete a task within a given block of time. If he does not, ,his com-

parative evaluation reflects this, quite often just as though it were failure

to acquire the learning goal rather than, a slower learning pace. In a realis-

tic sense, then, concern over learning rate [is] nearly as important as concern

-over learning itself." -

.The effectiveness of specifying objectives for training purposes is illus-

trated in a studjr report by Smith. (62), HizaRRO Task Forecast developed a four

hundred hour course based on a detailed study of the job of certain ordinance

fire control technicians. The findings indicated 'that graduates of the course

were as proficient in electronics troubleshooting as graduates of the regular

thousand hour .course. These findings suggest the research hypothesis that

planning ciirriculud construction with objectives increases learner efficiency.

Mager ,and-McOann report a study of the effects of specifying objectives. (63)

In one group, the instructor controlled the sequence of content vesented. In

a second group, the subjects were perMitted to select the content-in accordance

With a priority,and a sequence they themselves Assigned. The third group was

given a detailed statenient of -the training objectives which included the kinds

of questions they would be expected to answer. The- subjects in the third group

were all wed to instruct themselves in any order or by any means they chose.

The su jects in the third group were told to report to the instructor when they

beli ed they were ready to demonstrate attainment of any of the objectives.

The time required for training was reduced'by as much 'as 65 per cent f-O?"-the

rd group without loss of proficiency.

Newman's research also supports-the general finding that students infOrmed

of the behavioral objectives progress through an instructional unit in less time

than students not informed of the objectives. (64)

--Merrill_reported-a_Ust_of: the_hypothesis thatsubjects who receive specific

review in learning a task will make fewer errors and take "less time (1) on each

succeSsive lesson in the sequence; (2) on the criterion testi (3) on .a three

week retention test, and (4) on a three week -transfer teit than --stibjects who do

not recebie specific review. (65) His results shoied no- difference in number,
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of errors -per frame between the two groups and _no difference\ in errors on the

criterion, retention, or transfer measures. However, the no reiriew group took

significantly. longerper 1-ka-fite and significantly /ongr per- question onthe
st

three assessment measures. The reviewlnformation might be thought of as iden-

tifying the impoitant performances or objectives of each lesson. Information

about the instructional objectives iri this form also appears to have the effect

of increasing the learner's efficiency. Schuck (53) in a Studied cited earlier

also reported significant (0.01 level) mean gains on_a_lour_weekretentiontebt

for the ;set induced treatment grOup..,,
Rate of acquisition and resistance to forgetting may be altered by learner

information about the instructional objectives.(66) The research hypotheses,
-

telling the subject the behavioral objectives at the beginning of each instrut:

tional aCtivity increages his rate of acquisition and resistance to forgetting, ,

were tested. Thirty-six ;tenth grade students in geometry class were randomly

asigned to one Of tw6 treatments: -knowledge of objectives or, no knowledge of

objectives. Mel instructional materials, other than'the objectives,(inforination)

were the same for boih groups. The learning hierarchy consisted of 17 beNaviOril.,

s'-on 9 levels dealing-with methods of proof. A retention Meastire was administered
.

eight weeks after the post measure was taken by each _subject. The statistical

hypotheses on rate of acquisition and resistance to forgetting were both-rejected.

at the 0.01 level . Walbesser concludes- -"The hypothesis that knowledge of instruc-

tional objectives increases the learner's rate of acquisition'and provides a

resistance to forgetting" are'Supported by the data.

Cook (67) conducted an investigation of the question raised by Engel.. If

some students are 'informed of the .behavioral objectives and the ,learning hier_

arohy of a unit of instruction and another grbup of students sreceiving the same-

unit of_instruction is not ..so informed, will there be differences in effect.on

retentiOn. Eighty,eight elementary education majors in a four-year college

were

- _

blockid on ability levels and randomly assigned to four treatments: one
- _

group received only the instructional material; 'a second group raceived the

instructional material and_behavioral objectives; a third group receiyed the

instructional material and,the learning hierarchy; and a fOurth group received
-

the instructional material, behav4oral-objeCtives, and the learning hierarchy.

The results of Cook's study ,support the hypothesis that providing students with

statements and examples of behavioral objectives is an instructional method
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that will result in resistance t forgetting.

A study reported by John M. °Smrth (68) ddalt With collegd students in

a mathematics course. Smith studied,theNeffect of providing the learners With

behavioral objectives and a leaining hierrchy prior to instruction upon rate

of acquisition. His study involved 73 students in a study which included six

weeks of independent studr. Those students Who finished the_ unit fastest also

retained better what they _hall learned as measured by\`an unannounced pOst_test

given six weeks after the unit had- been completed.

Behavioral objectives are descriptions of observable behavior. In the

statement of a behavioral objective, the observable action .is usually named by

an active verb. A common practice among educators writing behavioral objectives

is to identify classes-of performance and name each performance class with one

active verb.- pnd,widely used set of performance classes is the ten member

c011ection eMployed by. the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

Commission on Science Education in the 'elementary science curriculum Science -
r

A Process Approach. Walbesser: (69) has provided a definition r.of each of the

ten action verbs in-' this paiticular collection. Each of the ten action verbi

name a unique performance Class., Rosen (70) investigateci, the questfon of

whether there are differ(inces inrate of acquisition or rate of forgetting
.

for behaviors from these various performance classes. Three behavioral objec-
,

tives. from each of four perforniance classes -- identify, construct, describe,

and demonstrate' -- were randomly sampled from the behavioral objectives of

Science ". A Ptocess Approach, Part D.

A self-instructional program was created, for each behavioral objective

sampled. Reading.level and number of pages perprogram were controlled for

the twelve instructional
proirams.,- No differences Weie 'found in rate of

acquisitibn or in rate Of zfogetting. Rosen concludes there vim:ars to be

\no need for allotating "different amounts of instructional time".for behaviors

selected from these four performance classes. In 'light of Rosen's findings,

-the conjeeture-that_theten Science - A Process ApprOach perfbrmance classes

aro a: means of ordering the ;;;;;;;;;TuT of 1:taviora o ectives-findl-ittle

support

Summary: The findings offer cautious support for the_hypothesis that know--

ledge of the objectives of instruction in behavioral terms increases the ,"rate



'of acquisition and slows down forgetting. Me magniinde of -these effects
/- -

not clear. However, the resistance to forgetting res'ults dO 'appear to be

stronger, than the rate of acquisition findingS when intact classes are involved.
I

These do appear to be variables worthy of fu her investigation.

Behavioral Objectives and the Teacher

Given information in the form of statements of behavioral or nonbehavioral

objectiVes, can teacheri- distinguish between them and demongrate thiis knowledge

by their instructional choices? What do teachers do when they are Igiven behav-

ioral objectives to use? The research on these question§ has, for t h e most part

focused upon one investigative theme -- Do teachers act <differently-1:4)On being

given statements of objectives which are more specific? An ERIC report by

Cook and Neville (71) examines the literature on evaluation of teachers and its
-

relatiOnship to behavior:al objectives.

.

Ammons inVestigated the question of whether ieachers could distinguish
- .

between statements of behavioral and nonbehavioral objectives. (72) 'A list

of thirty statements of instructional objectives mere presented, some "of which

were nonbehavioral. The teachers were to select those statements for which

they could describe an objective criterion for evaitiation: The'findings suggest

that although changes in student behavior were net mentioned in the nonbehavioral
_

objectives, the teachers .made judgementi that required behavioral perforMancei

on the part of the learner. The general character of his finding is suggested

by Ammons! observation that "- - almost any kind of statement was considered

as a statement of an objective."

Baker's research supports the finding of Amnions. (73) Three lists of otijec-

tives were constructed by Baker and then the lists were randomly assigned to

°high school social science teachers. One list coniisted Of statements of non-

behayioral objectives, .,he other two lists consisted of statements of behavioral
-

obje tiveS. The teachers° instructed°:.he students in their classes employing the

objectirs on their assigned.list as the instructional guide. Baker reports

these fin ings: (1) t---e.liers----were unable io match the behavioral objectiveg

with activi ies required in tho ,objective, and (2) no signifi t difference

in acnievemen was found among the three groups. Baker offers thxP1ana



that tlfe lack of differences may be_attributed to the teacher's inability
;to provide classroom activities in agreement:with 'a given behavioral objective
or- their inability to identify test items- which assess a Particular behavioral
objectives.

McNeil's (54) research reported earlier° also contributed tO the-- study of
the relatiOnship of prior knowledge of be4viorar objectives to acquisiiion.
McNiiTh-e-d--student--teachers randomly assigaed to treatment groups in his .inves-
tigatiob.. In, one experiment he found that student teac -ers-who---negotia_tedLin
'igreement with their/ supertiising teachers as to athe behaviora'l objectives of the,
course were perceived as being superior to the control group student teachers who
did.not negotiate such agreements. A seconcr study found ."'mt student teachers
preferred haying their grades depend upon pupil progress as determined thrOugh
the- use of behavioral objectives.

Stmimary: More research needs to be conducted on the potential relationships
between behavioral objectives and the teacher before any clear direction is
apparent. One hunch that emerges from-the reported investigations is that .
teachers must be faught MO to-use behavioral, objectives in planning instruCtion
and evaluation, if they are to be used at all.

Behavioral Objectives and -Affective Variables ,

Two Studies on the relationship of behavioral objectives to affective
vPriables were uncovered in the literature search.

Tiemann (74) investigated student preferences toward the specificity-of
statements of objectives. Eight videotaped lectures were presented to two
groups of college students., ,One-group was also°,provided with a set of general

eobjectives /for the lectures and a second group was.given a set of behavioral
objectives for the same lectures . Tiemann findings show the students" with
a greater Treference forlmore objectives;/greater use of more specific objectives
and a more favorable attitude toward the/presentation of lessons with specific
objectives.

Rowan (61) investigated the effect of giving pupils V.:10r access to behav-
o,bjectives on attitiides toward behavioral_ objectives. Three fifth grade

, classes with a totalOT-gnitip-rls=from---three-separa,PAs?unty, public school
systems of Maryland participated in the investigation.
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Each pupil studied two' programmed instructional units in two 'formats.

Under one format the Pupil was dnformed cif the behavioral objectives of each

subsection before he, studied that subsection. Under the second-format the

pupil was not informed of the behavioral objectiyes. Instead, he was,given

an equivalent amount of non-directive but related reading p'rior to studying

each subsection. These two versions of the programmed maiterials were color

coded. l'he program with behavioral objectives alwayS had a° blue cover sheet

on each subsection. The program with non-directive discussion, but no_ objec-

tives, always. had a pink cover sheet on 'each subsection. The pupils were .

informed only that they were involved in a contest to determine if they would
.

do better studying with the blue program or the pink program.

After each pupil had studied a program in.both the blue version (with

behavioral, objectives)- and the pink version (without behavioral objectives),

he was given a choice as to the version which he would use on the third program.

This choice was offered by sayini:

Now that you ,have had a chance to study in both the blue .

and the pin programs, there is no real -need 'to have you

study the t ird program in--a particular versLon. I have
N

enOugh o'f_ b. th colors so that you may choose the one- which

you Would xather study; perhaps the one you felt helped

yOu more.; If you don't really care, theil Just
4

ever one C me* to yoUr mind first. -Write your choice .at
. .

the toP of your.paper and as I come by I will give yeti,

the one you chose.

The :procedure Was also followed to provide aiv additional support for the

affective findings. An assessment was made, to deterinine .whether the ;Students-

_ could distinguish between the behavioral objective and, no behavioral objective

treatments. A "dummy" prograt was prepared with cover Sheets designed simi- -

larli.to- those used in the actual fi,%rogram.. The. 'cover sheets -cpn'tained ,behivioral

eb)ectives ot non-directive comments Written in the 4tyle whiCh hid keen-used.
, .

The difference vas that Aese cover pages were not ,coloxi coded. They ,:were all

prepared -in white, . The -s bjectsweie asked --to- decide wlether they. should -be

pink or .blue.. , It Was assumed that correa identification-.yould be evidence.-

of having read and interpreted the sheees''used on the programs o the' experi-



The findings reported were the following:

1. The treatment, ,instruction pieceded by behavioral objectives, was

,chosen significantly more often than the 'no behavioral objective

treatment.,,'

Students were able to- distinguish between prelims with ani Without

liehavioral objectives.

Summary: It is not sensible oto suggest anything but the most tentative con- .

clusions in this area: One hunch that those findings suggest is that studen
\\

can distinguish between the preience and absence of sflecific objectives. Anot er

is that students prefer self-instrUctional activities with statements of behav

ioral obj ectives .

- Behavioral Objectives and Psychomotor Variables

No investigations dealing with the ,effect of 'behavioral objectives on

psychomotor variables were found. Some work is needed in this area.

Other Variables of Some Interest ,

Since behavioral objectives name _behaviors to be acguired by individuals

direct measurement of the acquisition of each behavior requires individually

0 a.:

administered tests. Walbesper (75) along other's has made the argument for
"

indiVidual assessment whenever the acquisition of human behavior is being

measured. Group assessment is:often used because of econbmic ieasons it .

is less expensive to administer tests to a group than it is to administer

tests separately to orie
individual at a time. The convenienee of forced (multiple)

'choice tests also aids-Ahe popularity.of group assessment'.

Walbesser and Carter hypothesized' that changing the assessment task -fram .

individual tip group "format decreased the number of subjectsable to complete

the task. Their° study:indicated that with the perfórmarice classes of construct

demonstrate, Llescrilll , a significant difference occurred in the nvmber

of subjects that could reach beh vioral criterion when the iridividual lissessment

tasks were changed to gtoup asSe sment--tasks., With 'the performance classes of

ENA2.1, using writing, identif ,-and.statirig a,rule-in:writirig;-no significant

diffbrenlm!sbglnamtkjndividually dministered-tasks and Poup assessment-tasks s.

were found.. (76)
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Neither stimulus nor -,response generalization has received very much-
.

, attention an the resee-rch literature. Implicit in the theory of -behavioral

objectives is the assumption of substantial generalized ability ence an

individual hag beer judged to reach criterion. One stimulug generalization

`study-was found:- ,Carter (77) reports data in support ,df thel research hypo-

-thesis that behavior acquired irr. -.ene content settip.g_geVeralizes' tO- Other

content settings. ',She also offers ,the conjecture, baSe: upon these same data,

,

, -
.-...,-that'learner Cognitive style may be a variable that'af cts- both behavioral

ioquisition and the magnitude of stimulus generalization. Clearly, .much addl-.

-tional, work is needed before any conclusiOns can be drawn-about t, relation-
d he

ships of behavioral-objectives to coggitil`re style, magnitude of stimulus

'generalization, --"and conditions influencing general zation.

'SumMary for,SectiOn One.' . -./
/

popula causes. in school cOriiculum during, the/ decade:-Of the

Writing, diScOsSing, and. applying behaViorat objectiVes

Cussions, both prO and con,- have/been the _principal 'products

ctivity with_behavioral obje tives: 71

have become

60 ' s . Dis-

of the decade'

Data gathering with b avioral objctifres as a mankpul.ated or responding

yariable has receive ly modest. att'entioi . One possible explanation for this-, 1 _
state of affairs .--is hat it is simply easibr tO talk about something 'than it is

to collect data resolve a clUestion. -
...

-.."- - Effects f behavioral objectives on4earning or ingtruCt4,0nare as yet
i

unclear. The grand promises of behavior 1 'objectives .as a-,remedy. for majpr

educational ills _a.5 well as the forecasts of lockstep, dehumanized curricu\la
I .'predicted by the !opponents of behavioral, bjectives have each' been found w nting.

6 6Teliing the. rnleaek the behavioral -ob4jec ive" haspbeen the' most poPular m

ipulated variable; with acquisition, rate of acquisition _forgettIng,\arid

1\
.

rate of forgetting the four resPonding.ra iables. -Telling the learner the,
behavioral objective does-not- appear tg. lia e_corisistent. effects upon ca,:quisition'.

\

This same manipulated variable. showe,,,d sign ficant effects upon increasing ra
. _

bf acquisition in Military training studieS.. Strengt of the relationship in\

pre-college and college curricula has not b en clearcut._ The direction of t!ie\\
effect is the same as in military Stuttieg, 4uthe magnitude is snfaller. Similar

comMents can be made for the reported 'find" forgetting and rate of .forgetting.



Research on behavioral objectives may also be summarized

otheses supported. Such a summary follows.

Research Hypothesis: Telling the learner

increases achievement.

Research Supporting
the Hyl6otheSis'

NorMan F. F. Maier 49 -

Maltzman and: Morriset SO

Roberta7A Engel 52 \

Robert:.F.. Schucl: 53

:John D. McNeil 54

.C. R.. Doty 57
(High and Low-Abilit)i. Students)

GusTaliS 59
-

Robert OlSen: 60,

I . -%-lesearCh_HypOthesiS :. Te 1 1 ing the
,-,--

.

. _

increases rate of :acquisition.

: Research SuppOrting.
, the Hypothesis

.

Robert C. Smith 62

Mijer arta MCC ann'63

$ ater E NeWitat
,

Merrill 65

Henry ii,'Walbesser66 '

the behavioral

in/terms of

objectives

Research Not Supporting
the Hypothesis

Stanley A. Smith 51

James DeRose SS, 56

C. R. Doty57
(Average Ability Students)

3.

Betsy. Conlon 58

J. Marvin Cook 67

Thomas E. Rowan 70

Jenkins and Deno '152

learner the behavioral objective
,

Research Not Supporting
the Hypothesis

John M. Sibith 68

III.° Research Hypothesis: Telling the learner the objective increases resistance

to forgetting.

Research Supporting°
the Hypothesis

RObert F. 'Schudk

Hen*: H . s sex' 66
,

J.' Marvin Cook 67'

John-M. SMith
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IV. Research Statement: "Teachersocan distinguish between statements of

'behavioral objectiVes and statements of nonbphavioral objectives-.

Research Supporting Research Not Silpporting
the Statement

. the Statement

Margaret Ammons 72

:Eva L.- Baker.' 73-
,

Research Statement Students show a more positive attitude toward

'instructional-objectives stated as behavioral Objectives.
-

_ Research Supporting
the Statement

Philip W. Tiemann 74

,Thomas E; Rowan 61
_

Research Not Supporting
the-Statement

VI. Research Statement Group performance measures underestimate the

acquisitions of the learner.

Researdh Supporting
the Statement

.-

walbesser, and Carter 76

Research Statement: There exist differences in rate of acquisition for

Research Not Supporting
the Statement

different f$erformance claSies.

Research Supporting
the Statement

Research Not Supporting
.the Statement*

--\
Richard F. Rosen 70



$ection Two

Learning Hierarchies

The learning hierarchy section is organized int6- three parts. The first

part explores the definitions- of "learning hierarchy" and procedures for con-

structing learning hierarchies. The second part describes research concerned

with, variables that affect ,learning hierarchies and that are affected by learn-

ing hierarchies., The third part of the review concerns psYChometrics of learn-

`ing hierarchies.
:

Part One, Defining and Constructing Learning Hierarchies

\\
In a report of. a study of mathematics learning in 1962 Gagne (78) applied

the terth, "learning hierarchy" to refer to an ordered collection'of specified

° intellectual capabilities. Gagne hypOthesized that any intellectual skill can

, be \itnalyzed into a hierarchy of subordinate intellectual skills. These subor-

dinate intellectual skills (behaviors) are arranged oin a sequence such that all

the necessary prerequisite behaviors are listed beloW a terminal behavior. Pre-

requisite behayiors are also called enabling behaviors by some researchers. The

acquisition of all subordinate behaviors listed in the learning hierarchy is

hypothesized to be required for the acquisition of 'the terminal behavior of the

, learning hierarchy.

Sequencing by Task Analysis: Mechner (79) provided a general discussion of .

sequencing and' its relationship to behavioral technology. He suggested these

'steps in the development of an instructional program:

(a) specification of behavioral objectiVes
(b) analysis of the subject matter in terms of component discriminations

generalizations, and chains
(c) sequencing of these components for "effective' learning.

The second and third steps identified by Mechner combine into a procedure more

commonly known as task analysis.

The analysis of a task into instructional components has been widely used

in the design of training materials for industry and the armed services. Miller's

.work (80,31,82, and 83) in military-traibinkapplications of task anabisis border

on being classics. _Recently, a few examples of this technique applied to the pre-



college school curriculum have also been repdrted in the literature. Examples

of such products are,the basic and integrated process hierarchies of the Science,

Apprach curriculum (84), the inservice elementary mathematics hier--
4

archy on algorithms -in Games and Algorithms (85), the Geometry hierarchy produced

by the Montgomery Public School System-for its secondary school 'geometry course

Maryland (87) and Delaware (88) State Departments projects on behayioral objectives

and learning hierarchy conitruction.

A,non-experimental research report by Petro (89) involved both sequencing

and hierarchies. Petro derived a set of hierarchies and behavioritl objectives

for technical accounting. The model used for the derivatiçon of instructional

olijecti\es consisted of ten operational Steps and combined features of different

approaches to deriving objectives including the Mager model, tfie Bloom and Krathwohl

taxonomies and the Gagne learning system.

There exist numerous variations on the task analysis theme. For example-,

McKnight reports on a procedure fbr creating a "Task Identification Matrix." caw

Each cell of the matrix is the intersection of one supply operation and one com-

modity. Here the content of each cell lists the tasks-required, to carry out an

operation. Such a detailing description is often aone so as not to _overlook any

necessary steps.

Perhaps the besi known form of the task analysis procedure is the one des-

cribed by Smith. (91) The designer begins by asking the question, "What must the

learner be able to do if he has been told to perform a task, but has been givenr

no specific trainiw4 in-that task?" The result of responding to such a _question

organizes the given task into components that often assumes' a pyramidal appearance.

The following is an illustfation of such a hierarchy:

Task

'First level
components

'Secondjevel
'-components
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Observe that the application of a task analysis 'rocedure does not guarantee

an "effective" sequence, it merely produces an hypothesized sequence that may
succeed. Each task analysis generates a "best guess" sequence with respect tO

the author's experiences. Flow well'the sequence succeeds (that is, lam many

learners are able to perform.the final task after following the sequence) Is

one measure of validity for the-sequence,. Various validity levels are sought

by curriculuM developers. In Smith's manual, an 85 percent acquisition level

for the final task is considered desirable. In the work of Gagne and his assoc-

iates a 90 percent acquisition-level is usually sought.

Instructional materials_designed by task analysis procedures usually einploy

'sequencing rules. In the Continental Army Command manual a tOurse---designthe

rule is "given an objective , ask yourself whether this objective should-be

reached before or after the last one selected."(92) This procziure, led

"consensus sequencing", results in the identification uf.a dcpt.J1.4mcy orderi,ng

for the objectives. Another variation of a content-objectiv4s Eatzlx is also

offered by 'this manual as a means of compiling an inventory of the.task:

In theliterature, task analysis is often one component of a management

sequence. Typical of such Management-development relationships is the following

one described by Crawford (93):

Job
Analysis

Select
Task
for

Training

Training
Analysis

.DevelOp-,
1 raining
Material's

Develop [PP

Tests-

Conduci
of

Training

Quality.
Control
(Feedhack)

Observe that task analysis is the seeond step in this chain of óvents. Training

analysis follows *the identification of the training task. Although individual

modifications are made by almo"st everyone who engages in such manageMent taslc

analysis, the Sequence followed is isodOrphic to the one just outlined.

Construction of a Learning Hierarchy By Task:Analysis: An extensive analysis of

the research and expository literature on task analysis and learning hierarchies

was published by Leslie Briggs in 1967. (94) Since this review is available
. _ . .
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through the ERIC-system ofdocuments, the current review does not attempt to

retrace this sdMe-material. Rather, this review fOcuses upon research subsequent
d

to the Briggs review.

The construction of the first edition of a learning hierarchy of supporting

. behaviors upon which the final behavior depends is accomplished by task analysis.

A final behavior is specified and described as a set of reliably observable per-,

formances that a learner can exhibit to signify his acquisition of the behavior.

Analysis of the behavior is begun by,formulating, an answer to the queStion, "What

should an individual need to be_able to do in order to exhibit this behavior,

after being given instructions?" The result of the application of this question

to the final behavior yields one or more-subordinate behaviors. The question is

then applied to each of the-subordinate behaviorsin order to identify behaviors

subordinate to each Of these behavicirs. The iterative applicatidn of this method

results in several layers (or levels) of supporting behaviors that constitute a

hierarchy of behaviors hypothesized to be necessary and sufficient for the acqui-

sition of the final behavior. The analysis (iteration procedure) terminates at

a level which describes behaviors that.the learner can be assumed to have-avail-

able to him when he begins instruction. In summary, the specification of a learn-

ing hierarchY,provides a behaVioral description of the component behaviors that

-are hypothesized to be necessary and sufficient to acquire the final behavior

and ass:i_gns nem anorder. An excellent description of this procedure was pro-

vided by Gagne (95) in a discussion of his research with Brown (96). After the

terminal behavior has been identified

"the next step was to figure out what these subordinate

skills' might be. Beginning with the final task, I found

it was possible to identify nine Subordinate capabilities,

related to each other in an Ordered w#, by successively

asking the question concerning.each task, "What would the

individual already have to know how to do in order to learn

this new capability, simply by leing given verbal instructions?"

It is Probably of some importance to note that the kinds of

capabilities identified in this manner did not directly pertap

to number series, but rather included such skills as the

following:
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(a) identifying the location of numerals in a tabular

array by means of letters giving their row and column

location;

(b) completing statements of equality by supplying

misiing numbers in equations containing mixed arith,

metic operations;

(c) identifying the numbers or letters in a tabular

array which formed certain spatial patterns represented

by lines connecting at 900 and 450.

I emphasize that the-subordinate skills so identified are not related to

number series in a logical sense; what they are related to, psychologically,

is the kind of behavior the learner has to engage in if he is going to be suc-

cessful at-figuring out from a tabular array of numb'er series properties, hovf

to formulate an equation for their, sum."

It is important to note that a learning hierarchy constructed in this manner

(task analysis) is an hypothesis or, more properly, a sequence of hypotheses of

learning dependency. The hypothesized learning hierarchy is not a description of

truth. A learning hierarchy for a given behavior does not represent a unique or

most efficient route for any given learner.. What they do represent, without

validity estimates, are plausible learning sequences; and with validity estimates,

they beccime probable expectations of greatest positive transfer for a learner

population defined in terms of,their entry behayiors.

Learning hierarchies concern acquisition relationships of positive transfer

among behaviors (intellectual skills) and not descriptions of how one acquires

the knowledge described by these behaviors. Gagne made this point in his 1968

address to the American Psychological AssociatiOn. (95) lie observed:

The question is, what exactly are these entities, sometimes

called capabilities, that make uP a learning hierarchy? The

answer I would now_ give is the follOwing. They are intellectual

skills, which some writers would perhaps call cognitive strategies.

, what they are not is'just as important; They are not 'entities of

verbalizable knowledge. I have found that when deriving them one

must carefully recoisd statements of ',what the individual can do,"
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and just as carefully avoid statements t "what the indivi-

dual knows."

Summary: ,Task' analyses by one or more experts" is one method of construct-
.

ing a learning hierarchy.: This often called an "arm-ch iring" procedure, since
-

II() learner input is ol?tained in the initial construction f the hierarchy. Expert

judgement is used to° guide the construction of the pequence\ The next two sections
,

consider alternative methods for constructing a. learning hierarchy.

4

Student Generated Learning Hierarchies: One important Class Of. alternatives to the
I\ ."arin-chairing" procedure for constructtng a learning hierarchy is:to be guided

solely:bY learner input. It is implied in the literatt,re for ,stUden -generatedt\
,

learning sequence that when students are 'given an opportunity, to -seletc and se-

quence instructional material to reach a terminal behavior, their choice\\ and.

organization of material is not necessarily the same as that of a curriculum

developer's.

An investigation by Mager (43) was conducted to ascertain (a) whether learner-

generated seqUences would be similar to instructor-generated sequences, and (b)

whether or not there was any'commonality in sequences generated by st9dents. A

single learner, who,had expreSsed a desire- to learn something about the subject

of electronics, was taken to a seminar-sized classroom equipped with working

tables and chalkboard. The subject was informed that he would try to behave only

as a responsive mechanism. That is, the instructor would offer information only

in response to questions from the subject, and would continue to offer-information

in any are of electronics. This \procedure was adopted to determine whether or

not there was commonality of student-senerated sequences, even though no direCtion .

or specific objectives were offered by.the instructor.

A total of:six adults.(three male and three female) participated in.the.eXperi.-

ment. There"are four principal findings of the experiment: (a) the learner,begins

his course in electronics with an entirely .different sets of topics than does the

instructor.

When the outlines of eight different basic electronics courses-

taught by industry or by the military were examined, it was found

that all of them began with the subject of magnetis . or with



electron theory...If, on the other hand, an electronics course

was sequenced by the learners, it would begin with the subject of
. -

the vacuum tube. All of the learners, used in this preliminary

investigation asked for inforination about the vaCuum tube during

the first 40 minutes of ,instruction. (43)

(b) Even though no specific objectives were 'provided with respect to lea-rning -

outcomes, and the subjects Were mit restrained to any particular area of electronics,

there was commonality between the independent content sequences generated by learn-
\

ers. The c-Ommonality of subjeCt Matter was greatest at the outset-of-instruction.'

(c) Initial interest was centered around the concrete, rather than the theoret-

ical, in the "hoise rather than the "why." (d) The learners were interested in

the functional rather than the structural, and, congequently, the sequences they

constructed progressed from siinple to complex tasks. Mager interpreted the

Duplications of the study in the following way:

The results clearly suggest that :the content sequence moSt mean-
_

-.ingful to the learner is different from the sequence guessed
,

by the instruCtor to be the most meaningful to the learner. (43)

This conclusion goes well °beyond the data and, as such, sUiffers from being an
. .. .

overgeneralization. To be sure, -these fijidings suggest some support for the
I

hunch that- learners, sequencing may not always be congruent with instructor se-it

quencing.. Further, Mager suggested that if an adult learner was provided with

behaviorally state objectives and control over his learning; he would reach the

ObjeCtives by dovetailing what he needed to know with what he- already -iinew. IThis

inference was tested in a later study by Mager and McCann. 1

1

The-pUrpose of the experiment by Mager an4 McCann (63). ,wast to "obtain data

pertinent to- the instructional effectiveness of two, variables: (1) learner .

control of currictIlum and (2) instructional obj ectives .-" Before . permanent assign-

ment to a position in an electronics corporation, newly graduated engineer

ticipated in.a training course six months in length. Training ..included.theorY,' /

machine and instrument operation, Tanufacturing processes, and company pr+edures.

\ The first six weeks of the course were devoted to formal, lecture the sucond six

weeks were such that each trainee r .1
tated through various departments via temp7-

\orary assignments to the manager or xpert in the departmentL During-the last ,

three months of the °course- eaeh indi idual was assigned as an assistant ito an
\

1

t



' engineer. . Because of the obserVed ineffeCtiveness of this, approach, Mager and
McGann decided to investigate the feasibility of instructIon via student-generated -
learnijig sequences. '

In an experimental grouP, ,stuaents had .compiete control Over ,what they learned,
when -they learned it, and how they learned it. They could . ask ,2or instruction from.;
anyone in the division, and need not accept the information if they so desired.

One important difference between thiS "study--cand the previous one was that in
this study, the students were -given, twenty-four pages of detailed course objectives
"WhiCI speCified the desired terminal behaviors. The total effect was that in order
to reach the Objectives the students -had to! decide what they needed to learn An

\ 4.-

addition fo what they already knew. Some findings of the study' were:
1. Training time -was reduCed 65%. Within six to eight weeks

m - . ,
-after training commenced, all students were permanently assigned.

,.,

2. The° graduates of".-th, program:_appeared better equipped than
,. I - ...

their colleagues who were graduated of previous cycles. Speci-
/ fically, their -division managers. considered these engineers

better ttained, more knowledgeable, and more. cOnfident:
3. Although the sequence- of organization Varied from student

' /
to studrnt, in- no case was it identical with the sequences used'

previcnitsly.,
1.

Mager: (97) conducted _still 'another study that -investigated Content sequencing
through Student input. '-'21n this study', there was. 'interest in- determining the-meter
reading skill of several kinds 'of expe.rtS. An automated meter -reading examination

/ ' ,
was administered to a:group -of physiciSts, engineers., and technicians.. The

final score for each of these grqups was-.approximately 80 percent. When house-

.' wives were given the same .examinatione.witfieut ,enyi previbus training-; thiey "averaied

40'percent . Although- all:. the houseviiVeS,-'-cl-aimed -,,gnOrankeAnfthe seas -'of felec;-,....,

fronics and reading, and although' -.t*ey-fi;ly-ad , no;fOrm.al ;training :Lni, this- or ,..related -
, , , ,...,. e .z_z,..--.7:----..... - -,,,f.,..,..-,- :._ ;'. - -- =-..:- ; .)--..,..'-- : ", !. ;.;

areas , their' perfOrmance when , compared 't o the--1:1-experte! -I.-IASI- Oil T.1 ...37:Igiy.-.4.1
.

According to Mager,- this study, implied-- that,- no' nSatter -hout-_-naiVe.A sub je. .

s..,- . /.--.. ---- .--.-----_, '-s- -_,-; --:-._ ,_ -- -
_ tcY be, he gitaerallY pRsses-ses a consi amount of-..releXafit:100!3: get,:

_ -

_ \\ / '--. :" --- s; --' --- ----6- _ alr e - er
\ \

With a similar researCh stratagem,. Mager /and ,Clark -1.9.8) con a ue--... iment
\
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ectness."

to determine whether qualitative knoWledge of result could be used, to teach a
subject information for which there was ,no riiht or wiorig answer. "The object'
was to determine whether L'ubjects could learn to discriminate different Smoothnesses
Of Metal surfaces when their responses were confirmed by the percentage of expert
agreement Iiith the response rather than by an indication of correctness or incor-

\

\

.

An "expert7 was defined as an individual *who had final authority over the
dispositiin of the metal ma.terial in question, rather than in terms of a specified
Collection of skills . The stiMulus items' were judged by thirty-six experts and
tlieir averaged judgement used as the standard criteria.

The findings of, the experiment revealed that the performance of the experts:
turned out to be identical 1.i. every respect to that of the control group receiv.-
ing no training whatsoever. Mager and Clark o,bserved "...some experts know a
good deal less than we give them credit for." .They ' continued in the following
way:

°
There have been 'countless studies, for example, in which the
ability to predict human behavidr was studied as a function of
training and experience level. The ego-deflating results have
uniformly demonstrated that the predictions of those naive
organisths commonly referred to as "collegt: sophomores" and
"underpaid secretaries"' were essentially as accurate as judg-
ments made oby highly, trained and experienced clinical- psy-
Chologists; The expert, in other words, didn' t made judgments
any better than the novice.

The finding& of this study 'concur with- those of Newman (64) an'd Hatch (99) .

-

Allen and- MacDonald ,(11:10) conducted an experiment' in which. One group- ilearlied

*;-:froth° a 'linear prOgral.P, while each:member _of a second cgroup .waS: proyided:with objec-

tiyes- and an instructor 'that,could: be questimed at will. The.-Members of the

,-ItOtjp::141hi.dfr .4a1:1-contTol, Over, the CurriCulum'performect. a/most as welL as those

.program and required only..half the inSf7rUctiOn time'
;An. ObserVa4On made by,'Al_lert. and:MacDonald

vas .that if ione had .watched-.-the subjects he. would probably have preth.cted poor.
. .

.acquiiition;-of:.the ..terminal.iliOip.vibr4beCai* of the chaotic'-Method in, Which. they
. .. .

,r asked tiiietions of iheir informed:.i6urce.,; Nonetheless, they "performed almost as



well as -the program group and in nearly alf the time. The findings of this
study were in agreement with those of Cam bell and Chapman. (101).

In a sirshilar study,. Kaplan (102) desied an experiment to tdetermine iito
._

what sequence students order informition. T tactic of having the instructor
,

. \ 4

act a.,-: a responsive- mechanism was employed. T e subject matter Was--that Tri..
"ve tors and tfie findings of the Study substantiate, tho1 se -of ger: -Specifically,

/ \

the Istudents mbved from concrete to abstract/ there was greater commariality-of
que tions at the outset of instruction, ana all student , no "matter how naive

. / q ,the . claimed to be, possessed some knowle ge of vectorst. Kaplan compAred the ,

1 ,_'sequencing of the _topics by -Ole student -to three stand7d textbooks and noted:
. / I

.. -

"The assumption that the 'best' Sequence for the student is trie_instruttor-gen-
, erated'seqUence should, be modified.".-''',

Shannon -investigated. (103) the juestion of Whether aCh
would be' Affected.: differently if two .1groups of._ stLdents were

h icontent, -One by a teacher=determined equence and the. \ ot er .b.
\

mined sequence.
Data was gathered on fifty-five students taught a \ series. of 25-minutelessons

on the topic,"analysis of basic bookkeeping transactions" in one of two treat-
\ments . The, first group wag' taught by a teacher-determined sequence\of instruction.

This sequence was based upon a behavioral learning hierarchy.. The second group
was taught by a student-determined seqUence of, instruction. The teliminal behaviors
of the learning hierarchy were given to the students in the second treatment.

\Statement of the:terminal objectives were provided in written° form, Studentt
worked in groups of three-to-five, 'using the teacher as a response mechanini

The same teacher taught both treatment groups.. No texts or outside' sources were
pr -Added during the eight---d-ays, of ins\ ruction.

No statistically significant diff rence_ was found between the mean scores`,
of treatment groups on either an achievement.teat or a transfer test. Shannon

,concludes, that learners are as effective in ,sequencing instruction for themselves-T-----;,-- --
as instructors hypothesizing an effective common sequence for All learners. _

,

Summary: There appears to be Support, in the research literature, for the findings
that "expert" generated learning hierarchies and student generated learning hier2

erminal behavior are ncot equivalent. Whether th'ese differ-,
n, ratek of acquisition, or retention is unclear at this -

archies with the same t
&Ices dffect acquisitiO



poin nd needs systematic investigatiOn.

Student -1/1nStructor Generated LearningqiHierarc Ano4ier significant col1ec-.
tion o lternatives to the "arm-chairing procedure,or th Student procedure for
coTis'. ing a learning, hierarchy is to combine studerit in ut w th -the "experienced

\
'based" 4nppt o f the professional*instruci-or. \

The first approiimation of a learning hierarchy is' 9ften ConStrUcted by
.

.

two or more content experts drawing upon their experi/ ence w th particular content
.1

I

field Usually by exchanges of information, the diScussa ts will t'arm-chair" a
i / .

..
\

learning -hieratchy. Validity data are then gathered an revisions Ma e. Clearly/
I

such procedure is highly vulnerable( to personal bias and may produce aNpoor
first approximation in_need of extensive reviSion ]ndeed,.it is the experience

'..Nof ma y who construct and validate learning hierarc ies that three.'or more revisions
are cifdinarily necessary to achieve an -8o1 percent evel,of acqui/sition and some
never , achieve this level. (104) prieal ernativ _to the "arm-chairing" procedure

., --i/ ..

is the learner generated tactic/discussed in the/ previous section.

Another alternative combines both, expert input and student input. This N
.1 /second alternative, strategy,-, for learning hierarchy 'development is suggested by

I 1
/

the work of Davidson (105 Eisenberg (100'; - 'd.McKeen, (107).

The procedur s uti lized in the co struction 9f the initial hierarchy 'Were
/ .essentially those de ' ribed in ',Selecting T sksJor Training," developed by-the ..

Unit d States-Conti ental Army Collintaad. ( 2), The actual contruction procedure
begins with the id ntification of'a termi albehavior for the learning.hierarchy
abou -to be creat d.

° The se ect on of the terminal behavior for a learning hierarchy in this
coristruction pr cedurebegiris with the assumption that each ditcipline can be con-.

sidered as bei g the union of certain 1sets of subareas./ For example, several
ste,-,_reas /of e emen ary high school 'al egebra are linear equations, quadratic equa--
tioiL,,ine alitie and graphing. Ptsubareauust be instructive in its ,../n

.

For examp e; -With reference to eleme tary high school algebra, a subarea would be
the solu ion of gl-near equations of he form ax- + by- = c, where a, b, and c are

1

rat'ona miunbeis. However, the of finding the integral solution set 'to
.

,

,

the equation 3x + 2y = 4 wourd.not be considered a subarea because of its- lack :

- / , -
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of generality. Once e curriculum designer had identified a subarea, it is then

transeribed into a set o behaviors.that are necessary for sucessful mastery of the

-Subarea:.

Transcribing a subarea into representative questions or problems is the next

task undertaken in the Davidson-Eiieriberg-MoKeen'procedume. However, problem

definition is not simple. As David Hilbert (154) stated:

A mathematixal problem should be difficult in order to entice

us, yet not completely inaccessible, lest it moCk at our effotts .

ft should be to us af guide:post on the mazy paths to hidden

truths, and-ultimately a reminder of our pleasure in the success-
\

ful solution.

Th6 following are necessary characteristics of a'subarea:'

1. Is- the scope of the subarea ,general enough so that it may

be consjAered a Aajor facet of the discipline?

2." Are the questions and problems representative of skills

required in the subarea?

3. Are the questions and problems representing the subarea

non-trivial to the students for whom the curriculum is being

-developed?

They counsel that if each of the above questions can be answered in-the affirmative,

then the designers are ready to begin the construction of a learning hierarchy.

Pot each.subarea of a given course of study, the designer-identifies_2approx-

iMately six prerequisite topics necessary for.a successful realization'of the

subarea. Using the relation "is a prerequisite to"; these:topics are arranged

into, the hierarchial form. For example, consider elementary mathetatical_analysis

as the focus of concern and constructing proofs concerning the existence of limits

.of real-valued sequences as the subarea. Several.prerequisite topics necessary

for a successful realization of this subarea might be: applying the basic limit

theorems of Teal-valued sequences., applying the definition of a limit of a sequence,
-

classifying real-valued sequences, and determining a general term in a real-valued"'
_-

sequence.

The choice of identifying "six" topic cells is an arbitrary one. Ekwever,

it should be noted that this development differs from the "arm-chair"' approach

.
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,

in the sense that the designer globally analyzes the subarea, and chooses appro)ci-

mately si)c prerequisite topics- needed for a successful realization of it, In

choosing prerequisite topics for a given subarea, the designer asks himself the

following question: "If I had to select six topics one would need to Icnow in

order to demonstrate competence lin this subarea, I would choose ..."

Once the' skeletal topic hierarchy has .been constructed, each of-it lls

is translated into a set of performances whial are indicative of competk, in

the topic. JHence, a second skeletal hierarchy consisting of performance'tasks is

constructed. At this stage of the procedure two skeletal hierarchies have been
n

_constructed. Both hierarchies are skeletal in the Sense that they do not con-

1 ain all, of the prerequisite behaviors necessary for the acquisition of the term-

inal behavior.

A problem representative of the loweSt cell in the topic hierardhy is selected.

ThiS problem is presented to a group of four students; the other groups are dis-:

missed. for the present time. The pedagogic style is that of Shulman's interpre-

tation of employing a behaviloral hierarchy in a discovery instructional setting.

That is, the instructor presents the problem to the students of the group and

then, with the, recorder, observes the relevant behavior e)chibited, including

the questions raised pursuant to a solution.

The students are not permitted to' work independently of "their' solution to

the problem, but are,encouraged to share their ideas and suggestions for- a solu-

tion with all members of the group It is assumed ill the model that the solution
.

to the problem be a group solution, not an individual one. To help accompli:sh_ --

this, the students' are requested nOt to_take=notes-until the last ten minutes of_
th-e-draSi- i)e-iiod. At that time , they outline the activities and problems under.

discussion for their own record. This restriction is intended -to encourage the

students to function as a group.

4 The student input is recorded through the use.oT an instructor serving as

a recorder. Since there is also a need for i classroom' instructor, at least twp_

professionals are required in'this-.model during the hierarphY construction: How

many recorders should be employed for maximum effectiveness.? dlearly one recorder

is not as efficient With respect to information gathering as more than one. How-

ever, Haiman's text (108) on group leadership and democratic action offers findings
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to support the hypothesis that group activity is inversely proportional to the

number of authority-figures cpresent.- Because of the desire for maximum stiident

activity the model calls foi one, and only one recorddr:

As a solution to -the problem eVolves, it iS the respOnsibility of the recorder
,

and instructor to identify topics discussed and questions'asked during the session.

The instructbr plays the role of a resource individual; a person to whom

the members of the class° capproach fOr guidance in their work, but one who

will not do their work for them. The students may make many false starts befqre

they identify a plausible approach. At times, the students will not have the

,slightest notion as to how they can attempt a solution-. At this point, the 'instruc-
.

tor gives the students an "initiator activity:" An initiator activity is defined

a hint. It is an, activity that will help the students construct a solution

to the problem. For example, the instructor might state: "What would happen

if you consider..-.," or "Why did you disregard your previolis idea or

"Did you do anything yesterday that might help you with...?" The initiator

activity might also take the form of the instructor drawing a diagram upon the

chalkboard. An initiator-activity is a hint, not an explicit set of instructions

as

to guide the students to a solution to the problem. Regardless of the type of

initiator actiVity, two conditions must exiSt befOre an initiator nctivity can,

-be Used:

1. The instructor judges that 'group_progress-with respect to

____--Ta-given-pfolilem is unlikely without an initiator activity,.

2. Group activity has come to a standstill for a period of

at least three minutes. (106)

By identifying 'the behaviors and topics for which the students collectively

exhibit a need as they attempt to construct a solution to a given problem, the

designers are able to expand upon the skeletal hierarchy. Behaviors identified

by the students as prerequisite to a given cell are inserted into the skeletal

hierarchy.

Summary: The studeni,Amstructor-procedurOr:.constructing learninghierarchieS

provides for a nnia-b-ibader base of input information auring the assembly of the

initial approkimation. One research hypothesis suggested by this procedure is

that the broadened input reducei the magnitude of each hiw2archy revision; An-
,

othei,--hypothesis related to t-his 'procedure is that the total nunlber of revisions
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needed'to achieve a given validity level is,reduced.

-

Research Foundations of the Davidson - Eisenberg - McKeen Model: The basis,of

the Davidson-Eisenberg-McKeen procedure for generating 1:earning hierarchies is

an outgrowth of Davidson's work with small groups at the UniverSities of Wisconsin

and Maryland; (109) The procedure also encompasses the theoretical implications

of Bruner's Toward a Theory of Instruction (110) and Gagne's task analysis

--procedures. ('111)

The entire developmental procedure is embedded in a "democratic environment

model" based upon White and Lippitt's findings on autocracy and democracy. (112)

These studies have shown that the giving of information, stimulation of self-

-.direction, group openmindedness, and work efficiency without supervision-were

--gruatlybnhanCed in a democratic as opposed to an autocratic or laissez-faire

atmosphere. The democratic atmosphere is achieved by the students and experi-

menters being an-a first-name basis, joint ,student-experimenters' decisions on

grading, and group solutions to problems. .The-resu1ts of the studies of White and

Lippitt have been confirmed by the research of Faw (113) and Smith-and Johnson.'

(114)-

Concerning anxiety in the mathematics classroom, Skinner obServed that:

...the figure and symbols of mathethatics-have become standard
-

emotional stimuli. _The glimpse'of ,a column of figures, not -

-to say an algebraic' sythbol or an integral sign is-likely-to

set off not mathematical behavior'bUt a reaction of anxiety,-
-

guilt,. or' fear. (115)

. The hypothesis that anxiety is. a deterrent tcrachievement has also been supported/
I

by Chansky (116), Keller and Rowley (117)-, Dreger and,Aiken (118), and Keys,amd

Whiteside (119). Sythonds, after reviewing selected empirical studies concerning

the relationship between anxiety and achievement, stated that anxiety"...will

interfere increasingly with problem solving, reflective, thinking and creativeness."'

(120) Learner anxiety is reduced by the democratic environment.

. Size of the learning group also bears upon learner anxiety. One implication

in the research by Mills (121) and Bales Tr14 putgatta (122) isthatfourzmember

groups would be more desirable than three membei groups. Their findings *suggest
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that in: groups:. of three members, :a coalition of- tWo against One emerges ;: in grOups,

With more than four members, a leader-'eMerges, Monad and dyact.group's'-Were not-
.

. .

chosen for several reasons: (a) Slater (123) has shawn that levels of tension

are increased in dyads as opposed to larger groups afi (b) it is unlikely that a
s

single individual Would be able to construct solutions to the problems stated in

the skeletal hi erarchy. From 'these findings, the mode calls for students grouped

in fours.

. ,

Summary: The findings ,suggest there is a lack of commt7alitr between the first

editions of_instmuctorgenerSted learn:Mg firsi editions of

student-generated learning hierarchies. Moreover, the ieported research implies

that the.meaningfulness of instructional material may be \increaseU by allowing

the learner to indicate what gaps exist for him at the time they appear, and

then make available appropriate instructional activities.

Interpretation of the relative effectimeness of student-generated learning

,hierarchies is unclear. Comparisons of results obtained from arm--chaired learn-
,

ing hierarchiesstudent-generated hierarchies, and learning hierarchies ..constructed

by following the Davidson-Eisenberg-McKeen procedure have-fiot been made. At
-

least no° such investigations under controlled experimental conditions were uncov-

ered by the liteyature search. Until the effect of each of these sequencihg pro-

aedures upon responding variables such- as acquisition rate of acquisition,- for-

getting,, and rate of forgetting are better known, such research efforts deserve

a high priority on the list 'of needed activity.
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P:art Two, Research About Learning Hierarchies-
,

Much of the research on learning hierarchies has focused upon the examiriation
. .

of the cumulative learning characteriStics hypothesized fo-r. such sequences. Rela-
,
tionships between two adjacent levels of a learning hierarchy has received the

most 'attention.

HypothesiZed dependency between a set of subordinate_behaviors and a terminal

behavior draws heavily upon the concepfs of mediated transfer and learning sets.

Harlow (124, 125) formulated the concept of learning-set to refer to the phenome:-.

non of transfer between several._ examples f-rem--a--=s-ngre-----elass of problems. Gagne

-ind Paradise (126) expanded upon Harlow's meaning and used learning set to refer

to specific 'sets of capabilities, subordinate to some terminal learning task.

A number-of studies pertaining to the construction and testing of behavioral

hierarchies have been conducted by the University of Maryland Mathematics Project

in conjunction with Robert"Gagné. _In the first-of these studies, reported by -

- _

Gagne and Paradise, the investigators analyzed.a final behavior represented by

constructing solutions to linear algebraic equations. (126) A learning hierarchy

was constructed by a task analysis procedure., The procedure identified three

immediate subordinate hehaviors. The analysis was then repeated on each of the

three subordinate behaviors and yielded a collection of behaviors subordinate to

each-of the three. Successive iterations produced a learning hierarchy of twenty-

two behaViors subordinate to the terminal behavior and arranged into five levels.

The study by Gagne and Paradise was designed to test the hypothesis that the

acquisition of a terminal behavior depends upon the attainment of-a hierarchy of

subordinate behaviors which mediate positive transfer from one behavior to the

nekt higher relevant behavior in the learning hierarchy and eventually to the ter-

minal behavior.

The instructional materials consisted of an existing learning program con-

structed to teach solving of linear eqUations and was divided into eight book-

lets designed to be used in eight successive school days. While the derivation

of the learning hierarch); was guided by-the approach used in the learning r, gram,

the hierarchy was not directly defined by the learning program.

three performance measureS were constructed and administered at the comple-
-

tion of the 1.:-..arning f3rogram. The first test consisted'of constructing solutions
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. to ten equations like those in the-learning program. The second measure was a

transfer test consisting of ten additional linear equations with unfamiliar forms

and syMbols. The third test measured the attainment of each of the twenty-two

behaviors in the learning hierarchy.

The experimental subjects were sampled from four seventh-grade mathematics' __
classes in two schools. Data are presented for 118 subjects. On the day-f.Oil-OW:-

ing the completion of the learning programthe performance measure was 'adminis-

tered for twenty-five minutes followed bY the tram,fer measure_for twenty minutes.

The twenty7two item test assessing the acquisition of the behaviors in the rearn=

ing hierarchy was administered for fifty minutes the next-day.

The ratios of positive transfer (validitY estimates) range from 1.00 to a

low value of 0 .91. Since the values of these ratios were very close, to the

theoretical prediction and well above the level of chance, i was concluded that

the data supported the prediction of instances of rositive/trinsfer to each be-

havior from the subordinate relevant behaviors.

The.hypothesis of the Gagne and Paradise study was a/so investigated with

different instructional materials in a later study. Gagne, Mayor, Garstens, and

Paradise (127) reported a study designed to test the 7Aypothesis,that a final be-
.

havior of adding integersdepended,uponpthe attainment of a 1114m7hy of 3ubordin-

ate behaviors. A second purpose of the experiment was to.invesrigate the variables

of recallability of relevant.subordinate behaviOrs and efective integratioi of

the subordinate behaviors into the solution bf -a new behavior. The integra ion

,

variable was studied by systematically varying the mmount ofgoichince,proVided to

the learner in reading him from-one behavior to another. Repetition of pre'viously

developed behaviors was.used to study the effects of the recallability'of subor-

dinate relevant behaviors. ,

The instruzttional materials were developed a/4:mnd two terminal behaviors;

"adding'integers" and "formulatinva Aeanition-of-addition of integers fon speci-

fic numbers using the'necessarrpropbrties." %Analysis of the two terminal

behaviors yielded a hierarchy consisting-of fourteen behaviors at six levels.

learning program was written to help the learner abquire behaviors,and ordered into

a sequence which would follow the learning hierarchy. . The program, was modified'in

four speCific wayg to include different coibinationS.ofligh and low amounts of

repetition and guidance.

;?:*.



One hundred thirty two students in four seventh-grade classes -froli_two schools

comprisel the experiment 1 subjects. Each class was divided into "high" an. "low"

ability groups on the basis of mathemati-csirades received in*a portion of the pre-
,

vious school year .--Within eacha_bility subgroup, equal numbers of students were .

\---randbefy assigned to- the fo experimental groups: high guidance-high repetition;
\

high guidahce-low repetition; and low guidance-low repetition'.
---

, _.-

The_ four learning program corresponding to the four' different treatment groups

were divided into four booklets and administered , on four different days. Each sub-
\ject ,received a boolclet coded, fOr the particular experimental Condition to Which

I 1

he was assigned:

A performance test on additio of integers and a transfer' test were given on

the two consecutive days following he completion of the lean ing 'program. I On the

third test day the student§ were gi n an achievement test that, contained at east.

two items for each of the behavior§ sted in -the hierarchy. An individual c uld

receive -a pass-score-for a behavior p ovided he correctly responded to both the

items measuring the attainment of that behavior. -If the student correctly Ires

pondod to only one of the items it was ounted AS a failure.

Examination of the four possible ou

formances in 'this study revealed results. ,n

comes for relevant higherllower level per-

complete accord with the findings of

Gagné and Paradise. The ratios of pOsiti transfer (validity estimate) exhibited
,

a range of 0.97 to 1.00. The results of t is experiment provide additional ,sup

port for the conclusion that acquisition of each behavior in a hierarchy is

dependent upon the previobs master of the s by ordinafe -relevant behaviors.

A third study by Gagné and others Contin ed and the experiments...concerning

the sequencing qf knowledge -as part -ofIad inv stigation concerned with the manipu-
_

lation of' "repetitiveness" .and "temporal' spaci g" of the hierarehy behaviors. (128,

129) As in the previous studies, the initial s ep consisted of defining final'

behaviors-and using the analirsis protedure 'desc ibed previcnisly tc identify a1i

hierarchy-of subordinate capabilities. Behavior from non-metric gbomefrY emir

stituted the final behaviors for this investigation and the analysis yielded nine:-

-teen ,behaviars ordered into' six levels subordinat to the final beliaviOr.

study was designed to investigate two hyp theses: (1) the attainine4p of



each behavior in the hierarchy is dependent upon positive transfer of raining,

from the next lower'level Capabilities, and (2) sUch transfer require high

recallability of all the,ne;4 lower subordinate tasks., The manipulat ve variables

were the amount of.variety in\program examples used to provide pract'ce on each
. I

of tile subordinate behaviors and the intervaj. of time introduced bet een the

attainment of a behavior and the introduction offthe next behavior.

The'instructional materials .consiSted of five different forms a:learning

.'prograd written and SeqUehted,On the:basis.;of thp hierarchY,- Progi1am El contained

only.examples sin4lar.to the original'behavior;eamples and was de ignated the

minimal.varietiiprogram.: Program-E2jncorporated;eXamples of the ypeused ih

as well as)/Someexamplesof-intermediate difference'ini cOntext; E lwas denoted
'

' I'the interMediate:varietk program. Tfie makimuni'variety'prOgram, 17OgraM'E3, con-

El

as

,

tained SOme El and'..E2' eXamples:PluS:tomel which were.Of Maximal C7ntextUal:differ-
.

.

ence.;JProgram EA Contained ii-teleVant, arithMetit eXercises So that the sUbjects.
. , .;

,

_

.Spent.thelsame amount of timeaS in PrOgraMs Il4J20j.and/E3. P Ogram EO was.the,
, r ,

;

,.basicprogramwith no additional fraMesbeirOnd the initial fram s requiring the

completiOn Of -each.subordinate iask.

The' population.consisted of 116:sixtht-grade Students in f ur claSses from
.

.

two SchoolS: :The subjects_ineach claSslWere..tandoMly assign d to oheOf the

, five'groups represented by the five experimental conditions. ,The decision to elim-

inate students absent for one or;more sessions resulted in 'a total of-hinety sub-

jects with eighteen subjects in each group. No significant differences were found

among/the /groups

\

Ion the basis of their,mathematics grades for the term prior to

the time of experimentation. ,

( ,

I

Two performance te ts were administered on the two days following the comple-

tionof" he eleven booklets of the learning.program (eight for EO). -The first

:test con ained a varietk of-examples representing the clais of performanCes asso-

ciated with th41 final task. On theisubsequent.class day a test of thp subordinate

:tasks was administered .(:) the students.

Comparison of the means of the performance meAsu es reflecting the effe ts of
:

nuMber -and variety,of ta exaMpleOnd'Lhe-elapSed itebetWeen task learhi g

'revealed no significant ifferences.: 41e, investigat rSconCluded that the,v riahles_.
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of task variety and'tinle Were not shown to have anY effect on learning in this
situation'.

The importance of order ..of acquiring subordinate behaviors in a learning
hierarchy was again shown to be an important factor in' mathematics learning. As ,

the previous studies, the positive transfer ratios (validity estimates).-were
rthcimately one, ranging from 0.95 to 1.00. The data supiorted-the conclu-
ns of the preceding studies, namelyk__the-attainment of any behavior in-a learn-

ing hivarchy depends upon the achievement of the relevant supporting behaviors.
/

A retention 'study was conducted with the same group of subjects approximately
,

i
,nine weeks after the completion of instruction. /Tests were administered to mea--

sure the retention of the final behaviors and the subordinate behaviprs. Each
,

item on the original tes s was changed contextually for use on the retention tests
/to" prevent recognition. .,

7/ on
--.

\Retention as mea tired by the test the/i final behaviors was generally highel-
than athievement immediately following instruCtion; The retention ratio ,(retention
score \ divided by po,-t-test, score) was greater than one for ,every group except .E1
where othe r\atio was,0.75. The mean of El differed signficantly from the mean of
EO at the one percent level, but a1 ll other individual cOmparisons indicated no

.
/_significant differences. On the basis of these results, it was concluded that

material of this/ nat/ure /learned by a caret/11y prepared learning program Is highly
I

II/An analysis of variance applied to the scores of the five groups on the reten-
I /tion test , of the subordinate behaviors revealed no significant differences among

the groupS. Thus the low retention scores Of group El on.the final behaviors
occurred despite the fact that this group-retained the subordinate behailors as
well-,..as the\ other experimental groups. In addition, the retention ratios . for this
test were quite low compared to the same ratios on the test of the final behaviors.

. ..
I .TheretentiOn ratios exhibited a range from 0.0 to 0.88. These-results indicated

that some of :the subordinate behaviors were forgotten , eVen though the perfo ance
Iof the final behaviors ,iemained at a level as iigI as ( that,' originally attained.

\/
The forgetting of the subordinate behaviors exhibited an irregular and appa ..

,ent random patte(rn; occurring with no grea er" freqUency at one level than another --

in the hierarchy. It was the opinion of t e, authors:that while the retention of
-,

resistant to forgetting.



the subordinate behaviors died not appear to be essential to the exhibition ofAhe

final behaviois once they had.been learned,lif the student were.required to acquire

a new behavior dependent"upon the ,same subordinate,behaviOrs, these same subor-

dinaie behaviors would have to be recalled inThrder to perform theirbuilding-y

block function found in the previous studies.

Ir each.of the ,studies by G gnk and hisCo7Workers a_hiera!rchy-was-constrUc-,
. . . 1

ted:by an analysis ,proc duie_ that: WO -hypothesized. -to exhibit :a ipatterr('

of ,positive transfer to each hig er level task from the i'relevanç lower level iasks.

The baslC data pertaining to thils hypothesis consisted of the relative frequency

of the pass-fail patterns of the relevant higher-lorriperformances. Analysis of_

the %data in each of the studies supported the hypothesiS ofpositive transfer.

The University of Maryland/Mathematics Project staff(130). continued the line

of hierarchy investigations wh the analysis of an extenS.ive learning hietarchy"

on arithmetie-operations. The learning hierarchy on algorithms wat constructed

about three hypothesesf-learning'dependenc

Constructingtan explanation of the algorithM with
physical' situations for agivenoperation-an&
number:System,H.. - ...

ConstrUcting an explanation of:
the algorithM whphysiCal _

sitUations for a given operation
and 'number SystemAifferent from
atielAernamedin the terminal

2)

Demonstrating the,
algorithms named
in the terminal
behavior

Constructingan explanation of the :aIgorithrn/with
field4ropertieS for-a given Operation andnuMber
s stet -

ConstruCting an explantion,:of.the-
argiYafbmwithjield.prOperties
forT*given.óperatión'and numbr
system difterentfrom the--orie:
named in the_tertinal behavior

Demonstrating the
algorithis named'
in the terminal
ehavior



A

Demonstrating an.alg
for a given bperatio
number system

ithm
and

liDemonstrating an a orithM
for..a'given.oper ion, and,..
uniber:!.system fferent
roin the: terminal'''. ob ectiv

:Conventional task analysis was nO
1ath4 an: ordering of 'clusterS pf

i:structurepi by number :systems moving
and then to whole niunbers .

employed in generating the learning hierarchy.
he three:hypotheses -of learning- dependency Were

downward from rationaLnumbers; to integers,

. . ,

Forty7four hypotheseS o Tearnin dependency were identified for the
Ialgorithms ,hierarchy.. \ Of the 17 hypothes'es rejeeted ,by the data, 1Z are tests of
_;.- ..-

the same three. behav-iors -, construcTang an eXplanatibn with field properties as
tl '..e;rminal behayibr of thei hypothesis \ demonstrating how to perform the algo-

\- ,, , '\
. rithqi Luid.,constructing exp\lanations witl- properties of an earlier algorithm. A More

\. /
.

. Ide`oliied exam ,ination of ytnese data-revea s subjects able to- exhibit two subordin-
,

ate behaviors are, not a.ble /to exhibit the terminal constructing behaviors: The
.., L.

pattern appears each time -he instruction.1 Material moved from one number system
X\to andthe 'as' well as thCse times when the instructional material moved from the

c ,

operation Of .addition or s t to mu'tiplication or division within the same ''6b raction
number sy'stem. Similar difficulty was not observed in the acquisition of the-
"constructing explanations with physical ituationsv behavior.

-

Cook (67) ,reiforted ,an ',investigation in\ which knowledge of the learning
hierarchy was-included asi one information tfeatment among several. One treatment
group was informed of the behavioral objecttves for each lesson, anoiher treatment
group was informed oi' the-behavioral objectives for each lesson and the learning
hierarchy int? -tich the behdvibrs were seqUenced, a treatment group was informed
of the leamixt; hiera.-rcny, and. a control -treatment with no knbwledge of objectiveg
or learninz Cook' s findings show no differences in achievement on an
immediate posttest among thn fbtir treatment groups. A. significant' )ffect for the
treatment group in2ormed about \the behavioral objectives wk..1:3, reported for a reten-

,

tiOn measur?.- A similar effect\ did not appe r for the behavioral objectives and
learning hierarcny or the learni\ng hierarchy alone treatment groups. Cook's



_findings suggest the conjecture that '!knowledge of the learning hierarchy"

interferes with the "resistence to forgetting" effect observed-in the "knowledge

of behavioral Objective" studies.

Eisenberg (106) :and McKeen (107) have inv 3tigated the conjecturegthat a

learning hierarchy constructedeby student input according to the Davidsbn-
, .

Eisenberg-McKeen procedures will obtain a validity estimate of 0.85 or higher on

its first f6rmulation. Their findings do not support the conjecture. As part

of these same investigations they also reported a larger number of hypotheses of

learning dependency being rejected (below:the 0.85 leyel) for students with low

past achievement scores than for students With high past achievement scores.

Sixteen percent of the hypbtheseS of learning .apendency werp rejected for the.
.ea

high group, while 34% were rejectedfor the low group. Shriner and Seidl followed

up on-the high and low group variance observed by Eisenberg and,McKeen.

Several researchers have,attempted to investigate the relationship of\guidance
\

and ability to learning hierarchies constructed by students. Shriner (131) and,

Seidl (132) for example, investigated the questions of whether studentsof differ-

ent ability levels (1) generate different learning sequences, (2) require different

amounti of guidance, and (3) require different amounts of time.

Twenty-four early childhood-elementary majors at the University of Maryland

were the subjects of their studies-.. On the basis of past achievement determined

by their,college cumulative grade point average and their high school percentile

rank, twelve Of the students were selected as high ability_students and twelve as,
,

low ability students.? Each set of twelve students was randomly divided into three

instructional groups of four students each. By means of the Modified Small Group-'

Piscovery Method, of Davidson 0.05) each group was presentedsthe same broadly

stated problems concerning the algebraic structure of sets of 2.-by-2 matrices.

The students attempted to solve the 'pfoblems as far asipossible bY themselves.

The instructor gave hints or initiatOrs to the students in the formof suggestions

questions, or examples to work. AdailTrecord of the student a:tiVities in each

instructional session indicated tfie behaviors identified by the students as pre-

reqlesite to attain the.solution to the broadly stated-problems. These behaviors

were arrang,ed by the investigators to form two student-generated'learning sequences,
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one for the high abilitygroups and the other for the,low ability groups. Tallies

of.the number of initiators and the nuMber of fifteen-minute intervals each instruc-

tional group required to solve all four of the broadly stated problems provided

data relative tathe amount of guidance and the amoi.int.of time.

The conclusiOns of their investigations were the following: (1) no differ-

'ences were found between the learning sequences-generated by the high and low

ability groups; "D) the low ability groups required greater amounts of guidance

and (3) the low ability groups required greater amounts of time to solve the pro-

posed probleis.

Gaga (47) has offered the conjecture that the ordering of capabilities within

alearning,hierarchy proceeds from simple iesponses which are subordinate to verbal

or nonverbdi-a2ns; °which in turn are subordinate to concepts, which in turn are
,

subordinateto principles, which in turn are subordinate to an independently gener-

ating knowledge capability.

Payton,(133) investigated the Gaga conjecture concerning'the ordering of

conditions within a,learning hierarchy. The terminal,objective was concerned

with that polition of an above-knee prosthetic checkout which deals with the'evalua-

tion of static fit and alignment. A, hierarchy wa6 constructed by task analysis.

Each level within the hierarchy was then identified with one of the develS in Gaga's

.conditions of learning, the conditions are stimulus-respbnse, verbal chains, multiple

discriminations, concepts, principles, and problem solving. A validation panel of

ten experts was formed who corrected and approved the hierarchy which had been con-
_

structed, The panel also p.pproved-two.teachini7learning.taskS and two evaluation

tools for each cell in .the hietarehy.

JJsing ihe materials thus prepared, the hierarchy was followed from the bottom /

level of stimulus-responses to the terminal objective in the spring of 1970, and 1

the results of- the° instruction evaluated. Hypotheses of consistency and adequacy, 1

and inverse consistency and inverse adequacy were defined; ahd these hypotheses

were used to evaluate the results of the instructional sequence. &predetermined

level of eighty per cent, achievement had been ipecified-as an acceptable level for

the.validity estimate conditions of learning,for this project. In the.spring of

1970 the hypotheses of learning dependency were supported at the 0.80 level for the

loWer two levels of'the hierarchy. 'Therefore

not suppOrted.bythe'data collected in 1970.

9

the hypothesisof Payton's study was
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Based upon the data collected in 1970, reVisions were made in the

teaching and evaluation plans. The second data collection was made in the

spring of 1971. The decisions to accept or.rejeci the hypotheses of learning

dependency were made on the basis of the consistency and adequacy ratios.

Based upon the data'collected in 1974, Payton concludes that achievement at

each level. of the hierarchy did mediate to achievement at the next level in

the hierarchy from the lowest level up toand including:problem

hYpothesized Ordering of the cOnditiOns of-learning were validated frga the:

lowest level up-to. the terMinarlObjectivel but the-last step to the terminal:-
o- ^

objective was.not.. ;

Another direction of research on learning hierarthies is the rerationship.

between two or more content areas and two or-more learning hierarchies. Kolb

(134) investigatiJd the question of whether cOnnecting a learning'hierarchy from

one content area to a learning hieraichy in a second contmt area would facili-

tate learning when the first hierarchy contains bthav..ors subordinate to those

in the.second hierarchy. Such a situation is-commonly encountered in science

when certain mathematical behaviors are prerequiSite: The'usual content arrange-

ment is to segregate mathematics and science tKolb selected three teriinal

behaviors from an exercise in Science - A Process Approach,-an experimental

eleMentary science °curriculum produced by the American Associatibh for the /
Advancement of Scitnce Commission on.Science Education. 1

By means of the task analysis a hi.prarchy was constructed which included

., three terminal behavior taslcs and twenty-six relevant subordinate mathemati..zal

behaviors. This hierarchy was'used as a guide for developing the instructional

sequence in mathematics' which was related to the science exercises:\

Two tests were constructed. Measure I waS- designed to test the'acquisition

of each of'the twenty-six behaviors in the mathematics hieraichy and Measure II
,

assessed the acquisition of the behaviors staied as objectives in the two science

exercises. The two tests were used both as pretests and posttests,

The time allotment cons..sted of'a tWo*-day testing period prior to the learn-

ing sequence, a fourtepn-day learning'sequence in mathematics, one day to admin-

ister Measure I, a six-day instruction period in science followed by the admin-

istration of Measure



Subjects for the experiment were 275 pupils.enrolled in eight fifth grade

classes. 'Students within each-class were randomly assigned to one of two treat-

ments. During the learning sequence, those students assigned to treatment A

-were taught the mathematics that occurred in their books at'the time. The

students in 4.rea*ment B, however, were taught-by means of the learning sequence

that was based on the mathematics hierarchy. The final tasks included,in the

hierarchy were considered necessary for the quantitative science behaviors. Each
,

teacher taught both of the treatments within her class by meeting with eabh group

on alternate days.

On the basis of the tests administered; Kolb found no signifiCant differences
\

existed between the two treatments on the pretests, Significant differences in _

favor of treatment B at the6.01 level of 'confidence Were found on the i3osttests.

He concluded that tile instructional sequence in mathematics related -tO,the'

science exercises facilitated the acquisition of the quantitative Science behaviors.

Gray (135Y continued this same research'direction. He Compared the effec-

tiveness of two learning sequences in facilitating the acquisition and retention_ _

of certain mathematics and science behaviors. In one learning hierarchy, the

related material of mathematics and science were.integrated;' in the second sequence

they were not. Gray identified twenty-two Objectives in a structured hierarchy

as prerequisite for three terminal behaviors. This hierarchy was Used AS a guide

in the construction of the learning sequences. He concluded that the integrated

hierarchy was Superior to-the non-integrated sequence in facilitating acquisition

of thermathematics behaviors. The two sequences did not have differential eff!".cts

on the rate of forgetting of the mathematics or science behaviors.

Summary: The priaciple of a learning hierarchy reduces itself to the prin-

ciple of positive transfer whel7e mediation from 'one,level to another is provided

4y instructional activities GLIgne's position that the transfer is occurring among

learned capabilities does _seem to be supported by the literature. Mhether these

learned capabilities organize themselves by complexity according to the Gagnê

conditions is as yet unclear. The existence of the positive transfer appears to,9

be,unaffected by shifts between zlisciplines. The investigations of both Kolb and

Gray support this contention.
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Relationships among levels within a learning hierarchy are less clear. ,The

,hypotheses that the strength of dependency decreases as the number of intervening

levels increases does find some support. However, the inability of several

researchers to obtain validity estimates above 0.80 after several learning_hier-

archy revisions raises Many questions about the completeness of the psychological

analysis represented by a learning hierarchy.

The generalizability of one set of stibordinate behaviors to mediate to a

terminal behavior with efficienck is'brought into question by the studies on

learner generated vs expert generated learning hierarchies. It now appears

reasonable-to coniecture that the learning hierarchy generated by a single student

in a four Tmember group will be as effective in leading each student to the-

acquisition of a given terminal behavior as is a. concensus hierarchy developed by

"experts" in the field. In addition, the literature also suggests the research

hypothesis that the lower the ability of the learner, the greater the number of

subordinate behaviors necessary to-achieve positive transfer tgthe terminal

.behavior. This relationshifi also appears to hold for each hypothesis of learning

dependency within a learning hierarchy.

Part Three, The Psychometrics of Learning Hierarchies

Obtaining a validity estimate for a learning hierarchy currentfy involves,

obtaining estimates of the magnitude of positive tmsfer for each hypothesis of

learning dependency within the hierarchy and requiring a preestablished lower

. bound for the validity estimate on all learning dependencies. If one or more

hypotheses of learning dependency fail to meet the minimum validity level, then

a revision is made and data are collected again. Cox and graham (136) as well as

Walbesser (137) have reported on this revision procedure:

\\ Tryout data.is designed to yield information about each hypothesis of

learning dependency as to whether particular"behaviori transfer positively.to

another behavior, whether the behaviors are independent, or whether thek alternate

in their transfer effects. Procedures for Obtaining Validity Estimates: Several

procedures have been advahced for obtaining validity estimates on learnini hierar-

chies. Gagnè adopted one procedure uf examining the validity of learning hierar-
.

chies, several research workers have employed a scaling procedure advanced-by

Guttman. (138) -.The Commission on Science Education of the American Associatir
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for the Advancement of Science-obtained validity estimates on eight science

process hierarchies by employing a modification of Gagnê's procedure-.- (139)

Still another variant on this procedure has-been advanced by Walbesser and

Eisenberg (140).

In the learning hierarchy research reported by Gagnè, the validity estimates

are reported in terms Of the one ratio of positive transfer between lower relevant

behaviors and a higher level behavior. (126) The_predictiol of high positive
/ .transfer from a given learning set to one at a higher level is tested by/noting

the pattern of pass and fail which was obtained between lower and higher adjacent

sets throughout the hierarchy. If a given behavior has two or more behaviors sub-
, .

ordinate to it, then the theory requires,,that all of the subordinate behavio'rs be

passed before completion of the given behavior is possible:

The four possible empirical relationships for passing and failing relevant

higher-lower behavior combinations-and-thair-implications are:-

1. (Higher 1, Lower 1). This indicates successful acquisition

of all relevant subordinate behaviors and positive transfer
o f

to an adjacent higher behavior.

2. (Higher 1, Lower 0). This indicates successful acquisition

'of.higher level behavior and failure to acquire one or more

of the releVant subordinate behaviors.

(Higher 0, Lower 0). This indicatei failure to acquire the

higher_level-behavior-after-failure to-acquire all of the

relevant subordinate behaviors.

4. (Higher 0, Lower 1). This indicates inability to exhibit a

higher level behavior after acquisition of all relevant sub-

. ordinate behaviors.

'These four relationships are expressed symbolically as (1,1); _(1,0); (0,0);

and (0,1), Of the four relationships, only (1,0), which'indicates acquisition of

a given behavior after failure in subordinate relevant"behalelors, contradicts the

theory. The ratio, of pass-fail patterns which support 'the theory is obtained by
. . .

diViding the number of-instanceS: corisisent With.the hYpotheiis OfpOsitiVe trans.:-

fer, 1(141) and (0,0)j.by:the total. testable InStances,:that is, [(41),(0.,0),
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and (1,0)]. The theoretical prediction for each ratio computed by the preceding

formula for_each pass-fail relationship A.- 1.00.

_A second procedure for obtaining validity estimates was propo!;3d by the

-Commission on SCience-Edvcation of the A.A.A.S. (139) The same four fold table

is employed as with the single ratio test. However; three ratios are cOmputed:

consistency, adequacy, and completenss.

This-procedure suggesfs that the numerator of the ratio measuring consistency

contains only the total instances which support positive transfer, thai is (1;1).

While it can be said that (0,0) is consisteht with the theory, it is certainly not
-

an indication of positive transfer. The inadmissability of the instances of (0,0)

has the-effect of lowering the r.vtio achieve . If the ratio agreed upon as accept-

Iable is 0.90, then the number of supportive nstances mUst be greater to attain

this level than if the ratio could include instances that were merely
1

consistent

with tite theory.

Consistency is considered a negessary, but not sufficient, condition for a ,

valid hierarchy. Consider.2tion must be given to two other factors nnt ireated
. . -

previously before validation is completed. On0e of these factors refers to the

adequacy of the hierarchy and the other Tefers to the completeness of the hierarchy.

The adequacy of a hierarchy requires an examination of how often the leLrner
, .

has achieved a behavior after relevant subordinate behaviors have been attained.

If fhe instruction Is adequate, thea.a learner who has attained the subordinate

behaviors will be able to progress to the behavior that employs theSe as subordin-

ates. The adequacy ratio is defined as the quotient of the number of (1,0)

divided by [(1,1) and (0,1)] The level of acceptability for the ratio is 0.90.

High consistency and adequacy ratios are necesiary, but not sufficient condi-

tions for claiming validity for the hypothesis of a learnin3 hierarchy. This is

postulated because high consistency and adequacy ratios can be aftained.which in-
.

volve only a small number,of the actual subjects tested. When moit o:.= the sub\-.

jects, do not acquire the terminal behavior and do not acquire at leaSt sciMe oi'the
,

subordinatel)ehaviors, this occurs. These cases will fall into the (0,0) cate-

gory. Large numbers of cases in the (0,0) category are viewed as evidence 8f

incomplete instruction. The completeness ratio is defined as the quotient of (1,1)

divided'by-[(1,1) and (0,0)]. Thelearel of_acceptabilify is 0.90.



. An illustrative investigation which uses this procedure for obtaining validity
,

estimates'reports. data oma hierarchy concerned with the terminal behaviOr of,

"describing spacial arrangements". (141) The use pof this procedure was alsu

reported on a nine level., 17 behavior learning hierarchy on classifying., (137)/
Another example of the use of/this paradigm is 'the reLeaxch conducted bY the,

t

Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognative Learning entitled "A
,

tudy of Parts of the Developmeirt'of a Unit of Probability and Statistics for the

letentary'School" (142)

A third procedure, also a variant of the four fold table suggested by Gagné,

is the Walbesser,-Eisenberg validation criteria. (140) These researchers have

developed a. numerical procedure fOr testinva,hypothesiS of:."task:dependency"
.

a learning hierarchy.: Their procedure provides 4 numeriCal.criterion for deter-
.

mining_the Validity eStimates of.a_hieratchicallyorganized learning sequenCe.

1. Consistehcy Ratio: If after instruction the student has:acquired the

terminal_behavior of the hypothesis, then it is hyPothesized that he will

have also acquired all subordinate behaviors. Quantitatively, the coil-

sistency implication of a hierirchy is defined to be ihe ratio of the

frequency of the (1,1) instances for the hypothesis divided fl7 the-sum

of the frequencies the (1,1) and (1,0) instances for the hjrpoth-alTs.

/

This ratio ranges from 0 to 1 provided that the frequencies\of the (1,1)

and (0,1) inStances are not both zero. In the case wiiere both cells ire

few the ratio is not applicable. The consistency implication says acqui-

sition of the terminal behavior implies acquisition of all subordinate

behaviors.

,Adequacy Ratio. If the student has acquired all subordinate behaviors,

then it is hypothesized that he will be Capable of'performing the terminal

behaiiior of the hypothesis provided that he has Veen given mediating

instruction. Numerically the adequacy of a hypothesis_iii a learning

hierarchy is defined to be ihe ratio of the;-frequency-ef the,(1,4)

instances fo that hypothesis.dividei by tne sum of the frequencies of the

(1,1)! and (o, ) instances for 'the hypothesis.. This ratio also-ranges from

0 to 1, prcorided that the set Of (0,1) and (1,1) responses is not, empty,

The adequacy hypOthe-gi-gtests the implication that acquisition of all sub=

ordinate-behaviors itplies, with insfrUction, acquisition of the terminal
' I

behavior..



Inverse Consistency Ratio. The inverse .consistency ratioltests

iniplication that fnonacquisition of the terminal behavior implie non-

it is

for- the

acquisition of one or more of the- subordinate behaviors; Henc

defined- to be the! ratio ofthe 'freqtiendy of the. (0 i0)- -inSiances
1 .

hypotheSis. Provided -0147t :#1e set of respOnseS for the (0 0) :and (0,1)
, , .

dategories is nonempty,_thiS rdtio also ranges from,0 to sl.

Inv-terse Adequacy Ratio, -The inverSe adequacy riao teSts r .

tion that nOnacquiSition)ofall subordinate: behaviors,: even 14ith,mediat-

-ing- instruct4on, implies nonacquisition of the terminar behavior., Inverse

adequacy is defined to be_ the ratio of the freqUency of the 0,0) ordered

/ pair for-the' hypothesis,' divided,by the 'sum of the frequencies of the
I /

.0
/

,0) and (1,0) instandes for the hypOthesis. Provided-that he fre-

quencies for (0,01 ana! (1,01- categories are not both_ zero', thiS/ ratio

ranges from 0-to )1,:
\

\

i 1

Com leteness Ratio. 'ili an effort to deteraine the strength of a hypo-
,'

-thesis of task dependency a lompletelieSS ratio is defined. The complete-
; I--

-ness , ratio , for a hypothesis 4f tas:k, dependency in the hierarchy i is defined

,to
be the -ratio of the frequIncy of the (1,1) instances for the hypothesis

dixided 13y the sum/ of the frequencies of the (1,1) of the (1,1) [and (0,0)
,

instances for the-hypothesis. This ratio estimates the percentage of

individuals, capable ofr-traversing the hypothesis as" opposed to those
v

incapable of performing at least one of the subordinate cells in 'the
,..

hypotheSis

An adequacy, ratio, conipleteness t4atio, inverse adequacy rat' Q, inverse com-
I 1.2

pleteness _ratic,--andTa completeness atio are associated vith aaoh. nyporhesis in

the learning hierarchy. A learning 11 erarchY is considiied varid ifàn 4 only

an adequacy, consistency, and cOmplet ness tio of at least '0.85 is obtained f

each hypothesis in the learning seque
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Eisenberg's application of this procedure is contained in his dissertation

entitled "The Integration of Modified Learner-Generated Sequences intb the Develop-

ment of a Behaviorally Stated Learning HierarehY as Applied in Mathematics 1

5 _

Curritula Construetion". (106): '\Another example of the application of,this

eedure s found- in. Mckeen's dissertations "./.. 'Model for CUrrieulum Construe

Throu h _Observations of Students Solving Problems in Small ,Instructional

(107

Some investigators have applied to data of this sort the method suggested by

Gpttman for scaling qualitatiVe data, includiug a statistic called the reproduci-
i

1ii1ity coefficient. (143) However, Guttman's method does not provide an analysis

as, discyiminating as that describedi Ly Gagne or $1albesser and Eisenberg whenever
the sequence,is not linear. °Another wea ness attman procedure is that 'it

does net provide a means of distingushing 'between a subordinateirelationship and

pro-

ion

. I

a coordinate. onel.

I

/

Wang reported validity estimates for a learning hierarchy on counting and

1

numeration/ Usiniqhe Guttman 'reproducibility coefficient./ (144) An interesting

. observatiOn on the lower bound of reprodueibility/coeffi lents is containe'.d in a

paper by,Jay M. Jacksoncof McGill University entitled, ' A Simple and More ligorous
, , ----, / /

Teehn-i-que of Scale Analysis". (y45) Further limitati s on the use of this. . -
,
/

statistic in obtaining learning hierarchy validi-tves mates is contributediby
, /i 1

/

Carrol/. (146) ,He observed-that ene serious limitation of'the Guttman scaling

procedure_isf=with respect to its only being applicable to linear sequenCes., Most
1

I /
,

,

hypot esis of learning_cIppidency are not linear relationships. 1

r Eisenberg andli/albesser Offer two important additional tools. in 'Ithe descrip-

tion'of learning hirarchies: the magnitUde and ,complexity. (140) th-e-k,suggest

,if there exist two equally valid learning hierarehies eac . desi ned to-achieve
,

the same terminil, eha.vior,, an obvious consideration would be one of time efficacy.

I4hich hierarchY can be traversed in the least amount of time? One well established,

/individUal diffeience is that each learrier'-Can be- exPected ,t113 traverSe a learning

hierarchy, at a u.rique, tim rlate. An "arrage,traversing time" for ,the population

with which the hieravzhy as validated cpuld,be associated with -Cach learning

.-.hierarchy. 3ut the gene alizability ofsuch a statistic is questionable. A more

reasfined comparative me sure for hierarchies is to-consider the complexity of the
I

'structure itself.
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For each hypothesis of task dependency, the number of subordinate behaviors
-

may be_considered the "complexity of the hypothesis". Let N equal the number of

hypotheses in the learning structure. Therefore, for any learning hierarchy,

complexity coefficient, designated cc, can be computed.

Complexity coeffi6ii-i

/

ce

The complexity co6fficient

each hypothesis in the-hie

complexity of hypothesis (i)

denotes an average number of subordinate behaviors

rarehy.

,of "the structure of a learning sequence raised by

subordinate levels--that is,,the length "L" Of the

-g

Another consideration

Eisenberg is thenumber-of

hierirchy.

for

hath these measures it is possible to associate with each learning hierarchy
4

i vector in which tfie first component of the vector is N, the second component is

cc,,ind, the third-cotponent is L. A learning hierarchy-that is associated with

the vector 011, ccl,' L1) is then said to be of "higher magnitude" than a learning
.

hiprarchy associated with the vector CN2, cc2, L2) if two of the following are.

strict ineqixalitles: N1 N2,,cc1 4. cc2, or L1 4 L2. Given.two learning hierarChiei

with esgentiaIly equal validity estimates, the one of lesser magnitude is the more

desirable.- Hence, these two new measures provide a means of choosing amongjearn-

ing hierarchies witfi the,same terminal behaviors:

Item and MeasureStatistics. Tests associated with learning hierarchies and be-

,havioral objectives are generally'criterion referenced measures-rather than norm

referenced measures. The'item and measure statistics associated with norm refer-

enced measures are extensive and well known.by most educational researchers.

Criterion referenced item and measure siatistics are few in.number, although there

is extensive activity currently in this field.

Popham and Husek (147) provided a general overview of criterion refei-enced

measures and their potential effect upon educational measurement. Wird (140s has

also :written an excellent exribsitory piece on such measurement.
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Harke's (149)work on hierarchy analysis with the use of multiple choice test

items offers an interesting variation to the individUal testing or-constructed

responses format used by many criterion referenced measures. His _data analysis

procedure draws heavily from the pattern analysis work of-Remoldi and Grib (150):

Pattern.analysis of multiple choice test items appears to offef one solution to

the underestimi..ting problem raised by Walbesser-and Carter (76) in this study of

individual versus group, testing.
r

A technique fof estimating the reliability of criterion referenced tests has

,recently been described by Livingston (151). The formula which Livingsttln suggests

to provide a reliability estimate based upon the split-half test is:

:k2(X,Tx) = T2(X,Tx) J2(X) (Mx-,CX)-2

j2.(X) t.(Mx Cx)2

where P2(X,Tx) the norm-referenced reliability coefficient,

J2(X) is the-variance, Mx is the mean and Cx is the criterion score.

This reliability estimate is then adjusted for the entire test Using a formula

which is a version cf the Spearman-Brown formula adj4ted to_criterion refer-
.

- D

enced tests:

reliability =
nk2 (X, Tx) .

1 t (n-1)k2(X,Tx)

where n is the number of times the length of the test is to be

'increased.

The reliability estimates obtained through the appdication of these formulas

tend to be high, with a lower bound at-the mean of the criterion measure.

Summary: The investigatiOn of learning hierarchies concern themselves with

questions-of positive transfer. Data analysis procedureg first focused upon

assessing the magnitude of.positive transfer for one "hypothesis of-learning

dependency", that ds, one set of subordinate behaviors mediatirig.to exactli
-

terminal behaviors. Strings of hypotheses of learning dependencies or "learning

hierarchies" were then investigated for sequestial or cumulative learning e'ffects.
. _ ,
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Four procedures..-are currently available for learning hierarchy-analysis:

Guttman scale, Gagne, AAAS Commission% on Science Education, and Walbesser-

--
-,Eisenberg.

Item and measurt statistics for criterion referenced tests are rare. One

reliability estimating,, procedure is available. How md.v.y- criterion items to
-

sample for estimating the acquisition of a-given behavior ii-nOt.known. 'The

effect-of increasing,the number of assessment tasks for a given behavior upon

:decisions of presence4'or absence are not. known. The effects of changing per-

formance,-tasks to paper and pOnFil tasks are not known. Much work'still needs
f

to be done before any clear direction is apparent for the item and measure,

statistics associated with learning hierarchies and behavioral'objectives.

0
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/
ResearCh on.learning hierarchies may also be

theses supported. Such,alsummary follows.

I.

;

summarized in terms of hypc-

Research Hypothesis: The acquisition of a terminal behavior depends-Upon

the attainment of a hierarchy of subordinate behavkors that mediate positive

transfer from one set of behaviors to the next higher relevant behaviors in

the sequence and eventually to the terminal behaviot.

A: When the positive transfer must achieve a 0.75.1evel.
,

Research Supi Sorting
the Hypothesis

Gagne.and Brown 96

Gagne and Paradise 126

.Gakne, Mayor, Garstens, and Parad%ge. 127

Gagne.and the U.M.Ma.P. Staff. 128

Gagne and Bassler 129,

U.M.Ma.P. Staff T30

Donald F. Shriver 131- .

Neil W. Seidl- .132

Otto D. Payton 133

John R. Kolb 134

William'L. Gray: 135.

Cox and Graham 136

Henry H. Walbesser 137

Diana K. Hestwood 141

Research iskri Supporting
the-4pothesis

The University of Wisconsin
R & D Center for Cognitive Learning 142

J, Marvin Cook .67

Ronald 1,4 *Keen 107

° Theodore/ A. EiSenberg 106:

Carol Vande Ree Dutton 153

.John R.:Shannon 103

ThomaS E. Rowan ..6.1

B. When the positive transfer mitt achieve

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis

Gagne and Brown 96
0

Gagne' and Paradise 126

-sa 0.90 level.

'Research,Not Supporting
the Hypothesis --

f

U.M.Ma.P. Staff 130

Jlanald F. Shriver 131
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Research Supporting
the 'Hypothesis (Cont.)

Gagne, Mayor, Garstens,
Gagne' and the U.M.Ma.P.
Gagne and Basler, 129 -

Henry H. WaibesseT 137
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_

,

Research Not Supporting
the Hypotheis (Cont.)

and Paradise 127 Neil IV. Seidl 132

Sfaff 128 Otto D. Payton 133 -*

John R.
William L. Gray 135

Cox arid Graham 136
<5 Diana K. Hestwood _141

The University of Wis-Consin.
R & D Center 142

J. Marvin 'Cdolc 67

Ronald L.'McKeen . 107

Theodore A. Eisenberg 106

John R. Shannon 103
,

Thomas E; -Rdwan 161

. Carol Vail :de Iliee uutton 153
N

II. Research-liypothesis:. Given the- smile termlnal 'behavior, the subordinate-

behairiors-inchiefed in a student or -student-instructor generated :earning
hieraichy do not cOrresond to the -subordinate behaviors included in an
"expert" generated learning hierarchy.

llesearch-Suppor ng
the Hypothe 0.s

R/ bbert F. Mager, 43-

Mager and McCann 63

Jerome D. Kaplan 102

John R. Shannon 103-

Neil A. Davidsbn 105

Theordore. A. Eisenberg 106

'Donald F. Shriver 131

Neil W. Seidl 132'
Ronald L. McKeen 10.7

Research Not Supporting
the Hypothesis-
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tli. Research Hypothesis: The-g-seater the rete0tPk oZ the subordinate

behaviors of a learning hierArallY, the greatAr the probability of

retaining the terminal behavioz.

Research'Supporting
the HypOtheSis-.

Iv;

RA5aret Not Supporting
the Hypothes.is,

GAgke and U.M.-Ma.P. 128

GAgke and Bassier _129

H. Walbessei 137

./
Research Hypothesis: Following a student gellek-ated learning hierarchy

results in greater acquisition-of the terkal behaidöts-than following

an "expert" generited learningphierarchy.

.

Research Supporting IttBarch Not Supporting

the Hypothesis the gypothesis

RPNrt F. Mager 43

Ylagr and McCann 63

Following a student Reletated learning hierarchy

acquisition of the Iazsmitial behaviors over that/

an "e4ert" generated lerning hierarchy.

Research Hypothesis:

increases the rate-lol'

achieved by following

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis

Mager and McCann 63

Allen and MacDonald

Campbell and Chaliman

VI. Research Hypothesis:

V%arch Not Supporting
the-Hypothesis

100

101

The entlY behaviors a sltident possesses are greater
. .

than the behaviors he.admits possessing vlerfmItasured at the beginning of

instructian*hich follows'ajearning
, .

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis.

Slafer E. Newman 64

Robert F. Mager. 97

Mager anci Clark 98

Richard S. Hatch 99

ge%arch Not Supporting'
the Hypothesis

'

/
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00.

VII'. Research Hypothesis: Increasing the number and variety of tasks inCreases
the probability of

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis

e Reseai-ch

the rate

acquisition of the ternthial behavior.

kesearch Not Supporting .`

the. Hypothesis-

. Gagne and ti.M:Ma:izu. tafi 128

Gagne and Bassler, 129-

Increasing the number and- variety Of tasks increases.,Hypothe-sis:
of acquisitiOn Of

Research Supporting
the- Hypothesis

the ten:anal beh4.vior-.
.

Ite,search Not Stip-porting
the Hypothesis

-:,Gagne arid 128

Gagne and.13assl,er ,129

IX, Research Hypothe'sis: The higher -the.abiPlity of :the' Jearne; the sma1rers.,
the number of subordinate behaviors in stu.dent or stuaent-7instructOr'
generated learning hierarchy.

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis :

X. Research Hypothesis:
di-scipline facilitates
hierarchy.
. -

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis

XI.

kese.alcii dot Supporting
the Hypothesis.

Aonald F. Shriver 131

Neil W. Seidl. 132

Integrating behaviors fiom raore than One content
acquisition of the terminal-behaviors of a learning.

John R....Kolb. ,134
William L. Gray' 135
Heather L. Carter 77

Researdi Hypothesis: KnOwledge

probibiiity achievemcit of "each

Research Supporting . .

"--the Hypothesis

.o>

Research Not SUpportink
the Hypothesis

of the learning hiei-archk inereases the
behavior -witJiin the hierarchy.,

ReseaTch- Not Supporting
- the Hypothesis -

Marvin Cook 67 :

.C1
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XII. -Research Hypothesis: Knowledge oi the learning hierirchy increases the

resistance to forgetting for each behavior within the hierarchy.

Research Supporting
the Hypothesis

XIII. Research Hypothesis: Positive 'transfer

from one Gagne condition to the next at

-* Research Supporting
the 'Hypothesis

Otto7.D.. Payton 133

;.,

Research, Not Supporting.
the Hypothesis

J. Marvin Cook 67

in a -learnifig hierarchy mediates

the 0 . 75 level .

Reseirch-Not Supporting
the Hypothesis

s

At: .`
,

'
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